


\ltle'll pay to find out,
lf your company buYs or
selis satellke reeiving
equipment and it's not
Aioilo*, *.'{ like to klrcw
the rcason why.

National Microtech suPPlies more
satellite TV antenna systems than anyone

in the world-we've tot to have
some good reasons n'hy! In fact, you're

looking at some of the world's best
satellite TV equipment on this page.

Our new Apollo Z- | and our
Amplica R- l0 both use an LNC instead
of the old-fashioned LNA-and both
tuners interface to change the polarity J
electronically (no rotor) and aim the
antenna remotely.

The Microdesign receiver has a
wireless remote control with memory
for channel, polarity, and antenna aiming
interface.

The new Apollo X'l0 antenna is
made of precision iniected fiberglass
panels that are guaranteed to match
perfectly. The performance of the
Apol lo  X-10 at  4 and l2 GHz is  the
best of the 3 meter dishes we've seen in
the industry.

Our equipment makes good sense,
and our prices are world class. We'l l
gladly pay for your call to find out the
reasons why you're not using National
Microtech's equipment...and we'l l pro-
mise you some good reasons whY You
should. Call today TOLL FREE.

hldional
Micrrredr, Inc

P.O. Drawer E/Grenada,Ms 3890 1
ln Mississippi 601 -226-8432

Tcill FreefflJ/}(A'14144-

While most maior sportint events and movies can be received

on Apollo systems, National Microtech cannot sell or transfer $e

viewinS r i tht ! .
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W4 has settled in but the use 'pat-
tern'for W3 will undoubtedly not shape
up untilW5 (to be launched this month)
is on station, operating, and, the final
musical transponder game is over at
Western Union. The Falkland lslands'crisis' has provided a great deal of un-
usual video during the past month,
most of it in the early morning period
over on W3. There may be a'pattern'
here;when big news breaks, swing the
dish to W3 and prowl transponders 1,
3, 9, 15, 17 and 19 looking for the US
end of world wide satellite feeds head-
ing for New York.

The saga of F4 continues; this bird
may prove to be the RCA albatross.'lnsider' newsletters circulated to the
satellite industry are increasingly warn-
ing of a transponder 'surplus' by '1983,
and suggest big price cuts ahead for
transponder time. lt does not appear to
be a shortage of services that is keep-
ing F4 vacant, but rather a shift from
RCA to Western Union of many cus-
tomers.

The WEATHER CHANNEL cranked
up on F3R TR21 early in May; a very
disappointing service with poor video,
inept on-air personalities and produc-
tion values far below most professional
cable services. Cable systems are not
dumb;they'll let the folks at the Weath-
er Channel know how poor the service'looks' and sounds in short order. We
expected far better things from John
Coleman!

RCA, meanwhile, cranks up its
cultural channel service on F4 (prob-
ably TRB) this month; and the HEALTH
CHANNEL will be operational (F3R,
TR17) the first of July.
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JOHN ROHNER AND EIA
lhave watched with mild dis-interest while John Rohner has gotten

himself into one legal hassle atter another, ending (or so I thought)
with his filing a bankruptcy petition in an lowa court this past February
(see CSD for Apri l  1982).

The latest Rohner antic suggests the true genius of this man. You
might be interested in knowing what he's done now.

John tried to start a national trade association about a year ago,
Then he tried to start a series of national trade shows. All of the while
he was advertising satellite hardware reportedly of his own design,lor
sale, via his own irregularly issued flier, and through whatever maga-
zines as would take his advertisements on credit terms. The maga-
zines that had him on their books, when he filed bankruptcy papers
this past winter, apparently lost a bundle on him. We stopped taking
his ads when our readers began to complain about his delivery, and
order tulfillment, practices.

Having failed at starting a trade association, and having failed at
staging a series of trade shows, John has decided to throw in with the
'big'boys. His latest crusade is to urge the Electronics Industry Asso-
ciation (ElA) to re-activate a largely in-limbo sub-group for satellite
communications. The EIA held a meeting of this sub-group, ,ust to
keep it alive on the books, at the end ol March, in Washington, DC.
John sent out a few thousand notices to the industry suppliers urging
them to join him there. From the private terminal industry, nobody but
Earth Terminal's Bill Gable showed up, and he attended to represent
SPACE, along with SPACE counsel Rick Brown.

John was in the company of some pretty big people. Such as S/A
leader Sid Topol, equally big wheels from RCA (consumer electronics
group) and others who look at private terminals just a tad differently
than you and l. John came with a message. He presented himself as
an innovator of low cost TVRO equipment, claimed to be a'pioneer' in
this industry (by the Ted Turner'anow-definit ion, 'John quali f iesl),  and
an industry leader and spokesperson. The S/A, RCA et al people
sitting around the meeting room probably averaged annual salaries in
lhe $1 50,000 range, and they can be pardoned if they never heard oJ
John Rohner.

John spoke well, and to the majority of the listening ears he made
sense. He urged the group lo establish two sets of hard standards for
the home TVRO industry. He belittled people who build home industry
antennas, characterizing them as people who run about the country-
side in the dark ot night pulling converted boat trailers loaded with 'junk

antennas.' After warming up on antennas, and the sorry state he
claims exists in the antenna part of the industry, he then set about
attacking people who design and manufacture home TVRO receivers.
He wanted the EIA to adopt a set of 'tough standards' pertaining to
receiver designs.

John came off , to this uninformed group, as a cross between Ralph
Nader and Arthur C. Clarke. What he was asking them to do was to get
active, and involved, in the policing of home TVROrnanutacturing
standards. And he volunteered to help teach them where our industry
has gone astray, and to show them what needed to be done to clean
up 'our' act. Those of us who remember the design and manufacturing
quality of John's "BASIC" receiver (the one he discarded when he
filed bankruptcy), the power iranstormers held in place with what
appeared to be chewing gum, and the complaints of customers who
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could neither get their BASIC receivers to work, or John to refund their
money, have to smile just a l i t t le bit  at the image of John Rohner
leading a EIA campaign to set standards lor an industry which EIA
hardly knows exists.

Fortunately, the whole matter got shelved for now. You can be
sure, however, that Rohner will not give up easily. To folks such as
RCA, who wil l  surely one day enter either the 4 or 12 GHz home
terminal hardware market, John probably looks like a golden oppor-
tunity to "hire a gunsl inger" from wilhin the enemy camp.

The day will, yes must, come when we will have industry stan-
dards. But they will come from within this industry, not from some
outside group that knows virtually nothing about our hardware and our
systems. We'll eventually accept such standards, because we have
matured to the point where we can accept our own faults, and take
collective steps to right those faults. This is not the time, nor is the EIA
the group to tel l  us what our standards should be. But most oJ al l ,  John
Rohner is certainly not the Jellow to design our standards. Can you
imagine where this industry would be today if our'standard' receiver
was Rohner's BASIC unit,  and our'standard' antenna was a Rohner
chicken wire spherical!

Atta-boy, John. Keep up the good work of being our industry's self
appointed ambassador to the world. What you are doing for our
image, at groups such as the ElA, will insure that they leave us alone
for another couple of years. Anyone who sees you as'typical 'of what
our industry is, or does, wi l l  never take us seriously. And that ain' t  al l
bad!

BOTTOM OF THE BARREL?
Cable's amazing success with satellite programming delivery

pushing the attack to wire all of metropolitan and suburban America
may be reaching a plateau. Even the inventive cable programming
folks could be running out of valid programming concepts.

A singular (and therefore not trend setting) case in point is the
inauguration this past month of the WEATHER CHANNEL over on
TR21 of F3R. Now I am a'weather buff' and I appreciate a good
weather forecast. Through the years I have developed some
friendships with a number of television weather people and I admire
the thin line they walk between 'show biz' and being professional
meteorologists. I am also a student of the GOES weather satellite
system, and the computer enhanced weather radar portraits which
can now be telephone 'dialed up' virtually anywhere, from virtually
anywhere. Technology, for weather folks, is wonderfu..

Unfortunately the WEATHER CHANNEL seems to have been put
together by a group of people whose most recent television challenge
was the creation of a national television service for Uganda. Nothing
they showed us in the first week or so even remotely looked good.
Their studio lighting appears to have been created with old milk
cartons for reflectors; their set is straight out of Missoula prime time
local news, and the folks they have hired to staff the operation 24
hours per day need polish; alot of polish.

Now unlike CNN where you can tune in for a minute and spend a
day, even given good production values and snappy personalities,
only a relative handtul of weather freaks are going to stay with the
WEATHER CHANNEL very long; under the best of circumstances.
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ABC's John Coleman (Good Morning America) is the bright person
behind this service, which uplinks from Atlanta through the Southern
Satellite Systems facility. You can find Coleman doing his ABC weath-
er feed from either Atlanta or Chicago on transponder 5 or 19 most
weekday mornings, for Good Morning America. There, armed with the
kind of video gadgets that only ABC could atford, Coleman drifts into
and out of maps, satellite photos and a can of VB with magical motion.
We felt certain that Coleman would bring some of lhose gadgets with
him, since even a novice in the field would tell him that if he was going
to grab and hold an audience for the WEATHER CHANNEL, he was
going to have to look space-agy and ahead of the world with his
weather information.

Instead, with see a single 'hard set'with a Holiday Inn podium
(which I should point out, in case anyone but I cares, siis squarely in
lront of the part of the Caribbean I care about!), and inept weather
informants stumbling over golf ball sized hail in Fargo or describing'tremendous chains of thunderstorms in central Minnesota'; while the
compuler enhanced radar of the area barely shows a light rain.

I note that ABC has given Coleman their permission to allow him to
engage in this double employment. lf somebody doesn't jump in and
give the WEATHER CHANNEL a new look and sound, in a hurry,
Coleman will be back in Chicago, fulltime, shortly.

Chewing up a full and valuable transponder on F3R with this kind
of service is hardly good use of the limited spectrum. Unfortunately,
we may be headed down the same path with the new HEALTH
CHANNEL due to jump otf into space about the 1st of July. That's
when WOR, now on F3R transponder 17, will be forced to move; first
to a temporary transponder on W4 on July 1 and then to a permanent
transponder on W5 as soon as W5 is operational (possibly mid-July).
The W5 transponder, and the interim W4 transponder, are coming
from Robert Wold. The W5 assignment is reported to be TR4 (vertic-
al). There are those who would point out that by losing WOR otf of
F3R, that still leaves WGN (TR3) and WTBS (TR6) on 'the cable bird.'
Some would also point out that two indies is plenty of choice and WOR
will not be missed.

I'm not so sure that is the case. WOR does very little with hard
news (other than a mid-day report which is well done), but they do
provide a valuable series of public service type shows (dealing with
the New York City region) which I am told are important to cable
viewers in Florida, for example; where many New Yorkers go to retire.
WOR cunently serves about 4,000,000 cable homes nationwide.
They admit they expect to lose half of those with the push otf of F3R.
I'd be surprised if they retain 25% of what they now have, and that will
be a dollar set back to Eastern Microwave.

WOR is getting the F3R boot because Eastern Microwave has
never had the bucks to be able to lay down cold, hard cash for their
own transponder. They have been forced to sub-let transponder
space, and the folks at Westinghouse/ShowtimeffelePrompTer (now
called Westinghouse Cable) own TR17. They have 'allowed' WOR via
Eastern to stay on TB17 as long as they had nothing of their own to put
there. Now they are 'hunching'the HEALTH CHANNEL and so WOR
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leaves the stability of F3R.

. All of this points up what a 'thin presence' the cable industry really
has on any satellite. Those cable oriented services that signed con-
tracts years ago, and now send monthly checks to RCA for leasing on
F3R, may have gotten the bargain of a lifetime. They are paying-low
rates (as low as 50o/o of the cunent F4 rates), they have virtually the
entire cable universe locked on their bird, and if they ever tire of being
on the bird (that bird) they could sub-let their space on F3R for perhaps
twice the taritf they are paying. Some of them would do well to
consider this; getting out of the programming business and merely
renting out their bargain-rate space!
. One pundit of the industry suggests that this may be exactly what

does happen in a year or so; that as Westinghouse builds a stible ot
big, attractive program services over on W5, some of the present F3R
folks may be tempted to pick up and move. As this diversification
spreads, we can certainly be sure of one thing; not having a motor
driven dish at a home terminal is costing the viewer more ano more
programming options every month!

1983. YEAR OF 12 GHz?
Virtually every week brings a new entrant announcing that they,

too, will be offering a DBS (direct broadcast service) in the upper, 12
GHz, band. One ot the latest to announce is the folks at Oak Indus-
tries. Oak is well known for their cable TV converters, their cable TV
scrambler/descrambler systems, and their operation of over the air
pay television in places such as Los Angeles.

OAK says they will, like so many other'early entrants,' rent some
transponders on the new ANIK C 12 GHz bird. C is going to be ready
for occupancy early in 1983; OAK says they will start programming in
mid-1983, and then switch their four channels of DBS over to US birds
along about 1985.

OAK, and others, planning an 'early' start on 12 GHz DBS are
aware that the ANIK C bird is designed to cover Canada. But, that
because of a common border, some areas along the northern border
of the USA will have suitable footprints from ANIK C. OAK plans to
program to a pair of these areas; the Pacitic Northwest and the largely
northeastern corner of the country north of a line f rom Ohio to Virginia.

There is a 'rush' to go on record as being an 'early' 12 GHz DBS
operator. lt is infectious. ln many cases it is corporate hype designed
to help the entrant raise the funds needed to tulfill the pledge, or, to
open the door to programming services which will be asked to offer
their software (programming) tor the venture.

OAK believes, and states, they will see as many as 1 7,000,000 US
homes equipped for DBS reception by 1985. That being three years or
so away, that is some gigantic leap in hardware in such a short period
of time. Even at $500 retail per package, that comes to eight billion five
hundred million ($8,500,000,000) in retail dollars being invested. No
maller how you divide that up over the period mid-1983 to the end ot
1985, it amounts to a huge (probably unreachable) level of product
development and marketing.

OAK is no General Motors, but their corporate commitment to 12
GHz DBS certainly encourages those who feel the service might be
oversold before it is born. OAK has the unique experience of sottware,
and hardware, to give it a real run for the money. 1 983 will be another
interesting year!

ET TU WARNER?
I suppose that anything the motion picture atfiliated firms do,

vis-a-vis granting private earth terminal operators the legal right to
view their programming, should not surprise me. Recent action by
officials at Warner-Amex ('The Movie Channel,' plus MTV and Nick-
elodeon), therefore, should have come as no surprise.

I remember well the first SPTS gathering in Oklahoma. One of our
closing sessions had a fellow named Al Parinello from The Movie
Channel and Selman Kremer from Southern Satellite Systems ex-
plaining to us, as a group, why they could, would, could not or would
not, grant official authorization to home terminal viewers. Kremer
explained that the FCC wrote rules which made Southern Satellite
Systems (common carrier for WTBS) a common carrier; that one of
the rules was that the common carrier had no 'programming rights'

Contlnued/page 58
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F3R/F4lW4

EIRP FOOTPRINTS
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o rna, just a few degrees, otf of the satellite. The same thing is built into

the Satellite trans-mitting antenna, on a more gentle 'scale'' The typical
domestic satellite hasL transmitting antenna pattern that is, by de-
sign, slightly rectangular. lt looks at an area which is slightly wider

leisi o/weit directi-on) than it is high (north.by south direction)' The
tbgic ofihis, tor tttorth American satellites, is that our continent is wider
thin it is tall. Coastto coast, east bywest, averages about 2,500 miles'
The Canadian border, south to the Mexican border, averages about
1,100 miles. The satellite transmitting antenna builds a pattern to
illuminate, or 'shine on', the selected portion of the earth below'

Hawaii, however, presents a special problem. lt would certainly be
possible to design a satellite transmitting antenna which would extend
east by west over a 5,000 mile width; allowing coverage f rom the east
coast io Hawaii, in one single sweep. But, between the western coast
and Hawaii is nearly 2,206 miles of water' Nothing in the way of an
audience herel And so, if such an antenna was lofted into orbit' it
would cover about 50% ground and 507o water. The water portion
would be totally wasted.

Rememberihat you start off , connecting to the transmitting anten-
na, with a fixed power level; 5 or 8.5 watts. lf that five watts is focused
into an area 2,500 miles wide by 1 ,100 miles high, you obtain a certain'
measureable amount of signal on the ground. But, if you take the
same 5 or 8.5 watts and spread it out over an area 5,000 miles wide by
1,100 miles high, well, ihe power received on the ground will be
weaker. Simpl/ because the fixed amount of power available must
cover twice as much ground (/water) area.

Hawaii service, then, is done in a ditferent way, by those satellites
which have a geostationary orbit position capable of servicing Hawaii'
The recently ictivated Satcom F4, for example, cannot provide.ser'
vice to Hawaii because Hawaii, from 83 west longitude, is virtually on
the horizon to the west. Low look angles simply do not 'play' in this
business.

I

I

. l

I
WHO CAN YOU BELIEVE"

One of the written, regulatory requirements laid down by the FCC'

to "ny oplratot of a sateliite, cais tor the satellite operator to place on

iii" f,iti6" icc) EIRP coverage maps; prior to the satellite's launch
aooioval. This requirement pr;bably'stems from a set of international

ffi;;ilil;.-it'icr' tn" Usa is-a partv to, and to a long history

iln"t"i. ti.i classes of Commission licenses (including broad-

casters) are required to show the regions they.intend lo cover' anq

non-eiieitiuery they intend to coveithose regiors' The issue of a

license (each iatelliie is actually granted an FCC 'license') includes, in

t]riJ i;;;;;-f ffilicense' refereh6es to the coverage contours placed

on file bv the satellite operator.-" 'i"ri;tiri.oi 
hia i cnecr.ered history. western Union filings have

oro"* trii"""ccurate. Satcom filings have been.less accurate ln

["rri.rfJrl f r predicted coverage fell far short of the-in-field experi-
!".i,-ritn'tn"t SirC inJnot " t"viof the regutar users of rhat bird found

in"tt"fu"t ,nable to rely on the RCA iiled maps when designing
suitable receiving terminals to go with the bird'---Ef 

ni t"pt, 6f the first gene-ration, are.at.best an 'approximation'

ot wnat tne satellite operat6r anticipates will be the real world cover-
"o" oi tn" satellite atter launch, positioning, check'out and turn'on'
ii;;";;G.aps are'projections', crealed by computer' The com-
out,er is fed-a series of antenna-range tests performed initially on.the
ffi;;;. i;"-Giqneit ot tn" satellit-e transmitting antennas carefully

;i;t th;#; .n"ti.i"ti.ii.. (i.e' pattern widtr' nasnllno strength) of

the antenna system on a carefully controlled antenna-environmental-
ie.tiange. Su'ch a test range canbe in the open air (i'e' across a deep
u"rLu.6 tne qround below-does not distort the measurements), or in a

tp".i"i1t.tin"mber'; designed to nullity any 'reflections' from the

chamber walls.- 
Jne sateffite transmitting antenna is perhaps the most important

single parameter on board-the bird; when it comes to defining (and

mainiaiilngt a desired coverage pattern back down on the ground'

Fi"t iti "i6it 22,300 miles in s[aie, a satellite could'.in fact' transmit
siona|stoapproximate|y40%oftheearth'ssurface.|nte|satbirdsdo
ini., ,.ii,!-J,it"tning catteA a'Global' beam' Anything the bird can

t!,i' iG. iritni. iine o-f sight from the bird location) gets bird signal' US

anJ CanaOian domestiCbirds tunction ditferently; they purposefully

focusthetransmittedenergythatmightotheMisebe.directeda||over
itr"-t+O'2" of) globe to a lmaller region of the visible earth' How

"tr".tiu"rv initi. Oon" determines how much signal you end up with

within the focus-design area." "in" 
"tountof groiund signal (power) available starts out being the

ootnei ot tne trans-ponder (5 or A'S watts) divided by' or spread out

5""r, tf'" pottion bt tn" earth the transmitting.antenna will 'see"

virtrirry ali satellites employ some form of directional antenna; even
t-n" f ni ift"t tlobal' antenna patterns are directional(they don't waste
valuable traismitter power by allowing it to radiate.up' or otf to the

,i0", lnto out"r spaiel. lt is i characteristic ot any directional anten-
n" tfi"i it n", g"in. youi parabolic or spherical small terminal receiving
"nttnna has !ain" lt obtains that gain by nanowing the beamwidth of

the antenna io a fine, very nanow (approximately 1 degree) beam'

iorifr""Oy fnow what ha-ppens if you re-direct your receiving anten-

Rather than spread-out the 5 or 8'5 watts over a 5,000 mile wide
pattern, thereby reducing the on-ground-powe-r available from the
batellite in theimajor market' (i.e. the basic 48 contiguous states)'
designers of satelliies wishing to serve an isolated area (i'e' Hawaii)
takei fraction of the total transponder power available (typically under
1 watt), and feed it into a separate sub-antenna. syslem' The sub-
antenna system has gain of its own, and when that fractional bit of
power is added to the gain of the sub-antenna system, a new' secon-
dary antenna signal (radiation) pattern is developecl.

Wnich nringJ us tb the operational characteristics of the Satcom
F3R satellite. By RCA design, there are two sets of six transponders
which are route-d to the small sub'antenna system with a 'boresight'

(center) on Hawaii. Transponders 2, 6, 10, 14, 18 and 22 on the
horizontal side, and transponders 1, 5, 9, 1 3, 1 7, and 21 on the vertical
side are fed to Hawaii in this manner. The other horizontal and vertical
transponders are not sent to Hawaii.

The F3R antenna system is designed to do two distinct things'

then: Drovide so-called-'spot beam' ioverage to Hawaii' at a level

*ort5aliot tne main beim mainland signal, and' to.provide sepa-

;;i;;;;"r;g" io tne Nottn American continent' F3R does these two

ffis;ffiien;ently. The reports from.C?D lltg"llowed 
us to

crea"te a sdt ot tietd coverage maps which appeared-.in the March

iidt idue ot ttt" Dig".t. i; this instance, we have.field-corrected
;;;;;;s;;;p. (basei upon experience) before.we had the official

FCC_fi6d nin Lrnp maps. Each EtRp map liled by the satellite

fp"r"ioii is 'iustom' for thh particular satellite location' lt attempts to

r[o*,in tipls^phic form, 'alnat tne world looks like to the satellite'

Sin.e e"cn'sit"llite has its own 'parking spot' above the equator' the

;;l.t ;h geostationary location will differ from other locations'' - 
CSo ttii prJpared our own versions of the RCA maps by taking

the RCA filed data and converting the EIRP dBw (decibels above one

watt of oowe0 data to more easili applied antenna size displays' This

#;;;ffi;.-dkoiiectrv attn6, niapstofollow' and find the location

v"-,io"6iiJ. in"n check the contour lines which begin with a center
'oool'or boresiqht area, and expand outward from the central pool in

J;";;ir; ;d;. iach ring outward, from the central 'pool" repre-

."ni. "ip".itiiO reduction in forecast signal level' on the ground; and

ai itre sidnaf level goes down (i.e' outward from the boresight spot or

irea) tn6 antennalize required, to maintain a high quality picture,

goes up.
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SATCOM F3R/131" WEST

SATCOM F3R ' All transponders except 3,7,11, 1 5, 19, 23, coverage reduced to antenna sizes requfred
with 120' LNA, 8db CNR/threshold receiver. Data from RCA, but not field corrected. (Boresight ElRp'i gZ.7
dBW estimated; first contour shown is 35.2 dBW at edges.) copyright 1992 csb.
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F3R: From 132 west, the F3R bird runs out of 'earth view' before it
runs out of North American 'soil' along the northeastern portion of the
USA/Canada. Extreme northern Maine is, for example, in the 5 to 6

degree look angle region for F3R;the bird is very close to the horizon

thire, and convirself, hom the bird, this same area is very close to lts

horizon. Clearly, the banadian Maritimes are in trouble with F3R' RCA

suggests its boresight for F3R's mainland antenna beam system is at

t OZ?egrees west ind 39 degrees north. That is very close to Denver'

Colorado.
What our CSD maps do not detail is the anticipated signal levels

one might find in areas in extreme southern Central America, and
along northern South America. Here is where field reports play an
important part. The 12 dB 'down' contour (representing a point along
which satellite signals will be-RCA forecasts-12 dB weaker than
they are near theDenver boresight) swings inland out of the Pacific in
extieme southern Mexico, plows on east through south central Guata-
mala, north central Honduras and then passes out over the Carib-
bean. lt stays almost precisely on the 15 degree north line all the way
to the horizon (which occurs just east of Barbados)' We already know
that on the stronger vertical antenna set (represented by transponders
3,7, 11, 15, 19 and 23), good quali ty 16 footers are producing
excellent signals along of and north of this line. But what about further
south?

The next contour line which RCA identifies represents a point that
is 20 dB 'down'from the boresight point. The 20 dB down line comes in
over a ooint on the Colombian coast due west of Bogota and then
heads due east passing over the (visible) horizon at about George-
town in Guyana. Close to this line, slightly to the northern side by 1
degree latitude, we have observer Mario Yepes and his report from
Medellin, Colombia. Mario has been building large parabolic anten-
nas, and developing knowledge in this area of the world for several
years now. His latest antenna ia a huge 1 1 meter unit he has designed
and fabricated on his own; no small project! With that antenna, an 85
degree LNA and a good threshold receiver, Mario reports he has
signals in the 8 dB CNR region on transponders 3, 7, 1 1 and 1 5. That is
not too surprising. He has local tenestrial interference on the high end
of the band (trantponders 19 and 23 for example). On the horizontal
side, he sees transponder 4 (and only transponder 4) at the 8 dB CNR
level region; others in the same antenna set (8, 12' 16 . . ' ) are down
considerably from the transponder 4 level.

It is responsible to proiect that similar results would be obtained
anyplace along the same EIRP contour line, right to the eastern edge
of the horizon (allowing for earth-noise problems on the far eastern
edge, in Guyana and Surinam). The numbers would look something
like this:

1 ) EIRP at boreslght (per RCA) on transponders 3, 7, 1 1 , 1 5, 1 9
and 23: +39.9 dBw

2) Loss due to geographic location (along edge of antenna pat-
tern at approximately 7 degrees north): -19 dB.

3) Apparent EIRP in dBw at (Medellin) location: +20.9 dBw
Assuming the Yepes antenna has a real world gain in the 51 dB

region, this gives us something to hang our hats on for similarily
'weakly-served' regions. We'll come back to all this shortly.

lf the F3R EIRP coverage map is 'illuminating' for those who must
try to make satellite signals 'play' along the fringes of coverage, on the
mainland beam, the similar map predicting coverage in the Pacific
Ocean, using the Hawaiian beam antenna system, is downright ex-
citingl

The boresight EIRP forthe Hawaiian beam is in the 27 dBw region.
This is roughly equivilent to what we expect from a fully saturated (i.e.
high power) Intelsat 'hemispheric' beam. That suggests that for the
same equivilent service contours and reception results from F3R in
Hawaii, you need to be using the same type ol antenna system which
lntelsat Grade B terminals use for video reception. That translates
roughly to a 1 0 or 1 1 meter antenna; the same size which Mario Yepes
is using on F3R in Colombia. But wait . . . .

lf the Hawaiian EIRP is in the 27 dBw region, and Mario Yepes is
working with a level sloder to 21 dBw, what is the difference here? The
discontinuity is traceable to two factors:

1) CATV systems, the primary satellite video users in Hawaii, do
indeed use 10 meter size antennas. They also build into their
syslems a 3 dB 'margin'; i.e. they design to be 3 dB 'above

threshold', on purpose, as a safety factor.
2) Intelsat terminals, working with similar footprint EIRPs are

actually not working with similar ElRPs. How's that? Well' very
few of the Intelsat transmissions are through 'fully saturated'
(full poweO transponders, and most ot the Intelsat video is
transmitted in the y2 transponder format. One half transponder
format video is automatically backed down by at least 3 dB, to
keep the transponder from having 'mixing problems' between
the pair of video signals which may be there.

Once again, for the real world, we have to rely on the results of
people who are in the field. Last fall Jamie Gowen and a crew repre-
seniing ADM and AVCOM took 1 1, and, 13 foot antennas to Hawaii.
The reiults were surprisingly good for antennas of this size. In terms of
field results, the 13 foot antenna with a 100 degree LNA and an
AVCOM receiver produced pictures on the two favored transponder
sets which would certainly be considered viewable by the vast major-
ity of home terminal viewers. And that is with a 13 footer. The CNR for
the better quality signals was in the 7 dB region.

This prompted Jamie Gowen to go back to Poplar Bluff and set to
work designing a 20 foot antenna; his'Hawaiian Special'. A properly
pertorming 20 footer, connected to a decent threshold extension
ieceiver aiO 100 degree or better LNA, should produce 'cable quality'
signals within the center 'pool', at boresight.

What becomes intriguing about the F3B 'Pacific beam' pattern is
not the coverage it extends to Hawaii, but rather the rather sizeable
areas 'illuminated' by the same pattern beyond the Hawaiian lslands.
Pacific geography is not something many people excel in' We chose,
rather than filling our EIBP map here with strange sounding names
and dots, to separate the various impacted island groups into listings
based upon the RCA EIRP data, and extrapolation of what island
groups various footprint levels cover. This boils the problem down to
intenna size. Keep in mind that for Hawaii, the transponders which
are avai lable are 2, 6, 1 0, 14, 1 8 and 22 on horizontal,  and' 1 '  5'  9'  13'
17 and 21 on vertical. The other two 'sets' are down (reterence
boresight) more than 25 dB for Hawaii proper'

{ r { ,  -

ADM 13 tooter on beach In Hawall was taken to the island state by

Jamle Gowen (ADM), Andy Hatfleld (AVCOM) and Guy Davls
(now Intersat).

1) Where a 13 foot will produce home-viewable pictures; Hawaii.
2) Where a 16 footer will produce home-viewable pictures; Mid-

way lsland, Johnston lsland, Kure lsland.
3) Where a 20 looter will produce home-viewable pictures;

Wake lsland, Kingman Reef, Palmyra lsland, Washington ls-
land, Fanning lsland, Christmas lsland.

4) Where a 27 loole? will produce home-viewable pictures;
Northern Marshall lslands (including Eniwetok, Bikini)' How-
land lsland, Baker lsland, Jarvis lsland, Malden lsland, Star-
buck lsland.

5) Where a 36 footer will produce home-viewable pictures;
Marquesas lslands, Phoenix lslands (including Tokelau ls-
lands), central and southern Marshall lslands.

q
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SATCOM F3R/131. WEST

sATcoM F3R - Transpondels a q, 10, 14, 18, 22, plus, transponders 1, s, g, 1g, 17 and 21 reduced toante.nna sii_es regujreq.yllh 1_?0: L.ryA, 8dB CNR/threshold receiver. Data fr6m nCn, iro tieid-correction data
qlelqble.(Boresight EIRPs 27.5 dBW; first contour shown is 25.S dBW, estimalel, iteogeJ I Copirighi1982 CSD.
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PROJECTION SCREEN look at the CNN (transponder 14) plcture
as recelved In Hawall durlng the Gowen/Hatfleld/Davls 13 toot
antenna expedltlon there thle past fall.

6) Where a 44 looter will produce home-viewable pictures;
Northern lslands of (French) Polynesia, but probably not quite
reaching Papeette; Gilbert lslands (including Nauru) and
perhaps the extreme eastern portion of the Carolines
(Ponape).

All df thes'e 6izes are, as evidenced by CSD reader reports, within
'reach' of dedicated people. Beyond that, what are the limits of the
technology for big bucks and big dedication? With 90 foot range
antennas F3R's Hawaiian beam transponders should be viewable as

far out as Western Samoa, and Papeette. Suva (Fiji) and the Solo-
mons are simply too far down, and/or at too'low a look angle, to make
the grade. This warning about low look angles; even though the
contours extend to the horizon to the wesvnorth-west from the bird's
132 degree location, low look angles (resulting in terrestrial noise
problems) can be expected as you head out into the deepest fringes of
this pattern. Always compute your F3R look angle' from your geog-
rapfric coordinates, before charging off on an antenna project!

Otf the eastern side, the EIRP patterns filed by RCA with the FCC
are surprisingly close to what we have observed. What is not'true' is a
statement, mdoe Uy RCA in the filing, which notes" '. , ldentical
(antenna) beams serve the 48 contlguous United States' Alaska
and Puerto Rlco", CSD observers have reported wide variations in
beam patterns, with the transponder 2, 6' 10' 14, 18 and 22 set in
particular being several dB weaker in level lor much of the eastern and
southeastern portion of the country.

RCA FCC data relates the antenna gain at boresight as follows:
1) At beam center, the antenna galn is 32.9 dB for transponders

3 , 7 , 1 1 , 1 5 ,  1 9  a n d  2 3 .
2) For all other transponders, the antenna galn is 30'7 dB.
This would seem to indicate that the feed system for transponders

9,7,11,15, 19 and 23 is different (by design) than the other feeds.
However, RCA then goes on to explain "all patterns are identical"; a
feat which can only be accomplished lf all feeds are ldentlcal' How'
then, is there 2.2 cjB added signal on the transponder 3' 7' 1 1 ' 15, 19
and 23 antenna set?

The answer is that 2.2 dB additional signal is the improvement
which one would have if the nominal 5.0 watt transponders were in fact
8.5 watt transponders. RCA, in their FCC filing, prefered to thow the

1 1 METER monster deslgned and constructed by Marlo Yepes of
Medellin. Colombla haC what it takes to dellver at least five
above-threshold video slgnals deep Into Colombia, lrom F3R'

MARIO'S 11 ltlETER antenna may be In commerclal manufacture
shortly; based upon hls experlence, gained by bullding several
antennas and worklng thelr bugs out, he hopes to bld on the
Colomblan domestlc termlnal package ol approxlmately 150 ter-
mlnals.
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SATCOM F3R/131.WEST

SATCOM F3R ' TranspondersS,_7r 11, 15, 19123 reduced to antenna sizes required with 120"LNA, gdB
CNR/threshold receiver. Data from RCA, b-ut n-o! liqlg c^orrected. (Boresight EtnCisg.g-oBw estimated; nist
contour shown is dBW at edges.) Copyrtght 1982 CSD.
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increased power for these (six) transponders.as. a function of an
intenna adlustqnent, overlooking or bypassing in the process its 8'5
watt capaOiiity. Frior to this revelation, RCA had announced that tour
of the 24 transponders would be powered at the 8'5 watt level; this is
the first clarific'ation of the actual operating condition, and it does'fit'
that allsix transponders (rather than the 'four' announced by RCA)' all
on the same antenna set, are in tact a tull 8'5 watts.

To the antenna gain claimed by RCA (30 7 dB for all but the higher
po"", iraniponOeri; 32.9 dB for those six), we must addlhe standard
iransmitter power numbers, to arrive at the real world EIRP (Effective
isotropi. hiOiated Power). EIRP is another one of those specialized
ph?iL., created by engineers to tell other engineers what the "sec-

iet" is. In this case, it means the following:- 
f i nny transponder has a measureable power output level' The' 

moit convenient way to measure power is to describe the
number of 'watts'' Five watts, for example'

2) Any antenna has signal gain (or loss) Most of the antenna
measuremenls use aieference antenna, with 0 dB of gain (i'e'
no gain at all), as a standard. There are two reference antennas
usdd; one is something called a dipole. This is an antenna you
can make in your shop, and it radiates (or receives) signals
equally well in a doughnut circle sunounding it Since it has
ptiysic-at properties (aspecilied length) and.form (the antenna'piece 

is duspendedin astraight l ine, l ikelhis- - - - - - - - ) '  the
tignat radiaies lrom (or is attracted to) it equally well in all
diiections except'off the ends'. The ends are the far lefl and far
right sides. For highly accurate work, a19nl3 englneers use
aiother type ol aitenna for reference' That is an "isotropic"

antenna.the isotropic antenna has no physical features be-
cause you cannot build one. lt is a mathematical model and it
radiatei equally well in all directions. Picture a lighted globe (as
in light bulb wiihout a base to screw in) suspended in space'
seniing exactly the same amounl of light In each and every
dlrectl6n, and you have a good mental picture ot an "isotropic

source".

4) Adipole, remember, doesnotradiate'otftheends'' lttherefore' 
does have a'directional pattern' of sorts, and that in turn means
it does have'gain'. A dipole can rightfully be said to have'gain"
over and above an isotropic souice antenna' The amount of
gain a dipole has, reference our isotropic source, is 2'1 dB'
inereOr6 the dipole antenna's "gain" is stated as 2'1 dBi
where the "i" stands for "reference to an isotropic source"'

In the satellite field, virtually all antennas have gain referenced to
an isotrooic source. In receiving antennas, most of the firms manufac-
turing aniennas dropped the "i" years ago. The transmitting antennas
on board the birds still carry the dB "i" reference'- 

Wni"n gets us back to the Etlective lsotropic Radlated Power' or
EIRP. Radiated power means power that has been sent through an
antenna, and 'radiated'. Therefore the power, which the person tuned
into tne tiansmlssion ,sees' or ,measures" is the power of the transmit-
i"r piu* tf'" tocusing or directional gain characteristics of the satellite
transmitting antenni. There is one more element missing here; how
do you reference Power?

ln the satellite iield, they treat a 1 watt transmitter in the same way
they treat an isotropic anienna source. lt is a reference' lt is the
itifrinq point. nnything stronger, or more powerful than 1 watt, is'gain'
ou"i aii auoue f wattl Rnd because engineers like to use the decibel
(dB) as a'buildinq block', they relate the power above 1 watt in terms
it O'e. eacn timelou double the power, you add 3 dB to the transmit-
GO .ign;if"u"f . And, to the received signal level on.the receiving end
of the"circuit. lf 1 watt is "O dB" (a reference point)' then 2 watts
(double 1 watt) is 3 dB stronger than 1 watt' The formal term utilized in
inis circumstance is dBw; which stands for "decibles (of power) above
one watt".

The nominal 5 watt transponder is 7 dB above one watt' How so?
1) | watt equals 0 dB.
2i 2 watts is twice 1 watt, and 3 dBw.
3) 4 watts is twice 2 watts, and 6 dBw.
+i I watts would be twice four wails, and therefore I dBw'
5i 8.5 watts is a tiny fraction more than I watts, and it happens to

be 0.2 dBw more than our 8 watt sub-reference point'
Backtracking, you can see where 5 wafts would be 7 dBw' while

8.5 watts would-bd g.z Ogw' Now we have all of the pieces in place to
properly express, and understand, the satellite transmission power
levels.- 

And, RCA puts it all into one final number by telling-us that for-all
transfonders except 3, 7, 11 , 15,1 9 and 23 ' . . the EIRP is 37'7 dBw
iiind ooresignt (near Denver, Colorado); while,,for those special six
transponderJ, thb EIRP is 2.2 dB 'hotter', or, 39'9 dBw'

]TIEANWHILE-ON F4
The Satcom F3R and F4 birds were supposed to be virtually

identical in design. lt turns out that this is not quite the case' F4 for
;rhpi;, makei no effort to serve Hawaii, so the special pair of
sub-antenna systems found on F3R are simply missing on F4' Power
to feed those tr,vo special Hawaiian beam antennas is'borrowed'from
the two transponder antenna sets atfected; transponders 2, 6' 1 0, 1 4'
Jg, zZ ln ttte i'orizontal field and transponders 1 , 5, 9'-1q' 17 and 21 in
the vertical tield. The amount of power bonowed, on F3R, to drive the
two Hawaiian sub'antennas, is power lost to the same transponders
for the mainland, larger, antenna beam. This accounts for the lower
than levels, on the two sets of six transponders, which are sent onto
Hawaii. And this results, really, in three different types ot footprint
EIRP levels within the CONUS (continental United States) area; one
set of transponders, 'sucked-semi'dry' by the power.tapped otf for
feed to Hawaii, another set which is fed the normal (5 watt) power
without any suck-off (transponders 4, 8, 12,16,20 and24)' and finally'
the'super powerset'of 8.swatt transponders (3,7, 1 1, 1 5' 1 9 and 23)'

fni fi OirO has little of this antenna-set to antenna-set variation
built-in, on purpose. What we do have are transponders 3' 7' 1 1 ' 15'
1 9 and 23 (!usi tife F3R) which are our F4 'super-powered' transpon-
ders. RCAiags them with a boresight EIRP ol 38'2 dBw' while the
remaining 18 iransponders are reported to have an EIRP of 36'0 dBw'
The F4 FbC filed oattern, shown, looks pretty straight foruard' RCA
does not expect big, strong, signal contours.to lall over the central and
southern Ciribbeaii. Remlmder the levels being experienced in F3R
down in Medellin, Colobia by Mario Yepes? Well' BCA shows the F3R
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SATCOM 4/83'West

SATCOM 4 ' All transponders Except 3, 7 , 11, 1 5, 1 9, 23, reduced to antenna sizes required with 1 20.
LNA, 8dB CNR/threshold receiver. Data from RCA, but not field corrected. (Boresight EIRPs RCA estimates
at 43dBW; first contour line is 41dBW estimated.)
Copyright 1982 CSD.
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levels on the strongest (so-dalled 'super') transponders to be in the
region of 20.9 dBw. Based upon FCC data on tile.for F4' the same
transponders at Medellin will be in the 12 dBw region; far too low to
detect even with Mario's 11 meter dish. RePorts on F4 reception
outside of the Continental 48 are slim to they don't exist, yct' except in
areas immedialely east of Florida (Bahamas, the Turks and Caicos).
There, levels seem comparable to those found on the same transpon-
ders on F3R. However, the number of active F4 transponders, as this
is written, make it very difficult to properly evaluate the performance of
the F4 bird. That will come at a later date.

One of the 'problems'with F4 is its relatively easterly parking spot'
You can tell, by studying the upper left hand margin of the map' that
service into Alaska is at very low look angles, at best. Areas in the
(U.S.) Pacific northwest have, in ettect, traded postures with New
England vis-a-vis the F3R bird. Their look angle to F4 is comparable to
the New England look at F3R.

lf there ii any new ground being plowed with F4' it will be in the
Maritime and northeastern provinces of Canada. Here, F4 will provide
the first opportunity for US'cable programming', since F3R is below
their horizon, and out of view. lt shapes up this way, based upon RCA
EIRP maps filed with the FCC:

1) For all of Nova Scotla, antennas as small as 12 feet should
produce home-viewable signals on the hofter F4 transponders.

2l For all of Newfoundland, antennas in the 16 foot class will
provide home-viewable pictures. Labrador is similari ly
blessed.

3) For most of Baffln lsland, including Frobisher Bay' a 12
footer will provide good signals although in the far northern
edges of Baffin a 16 footer would be better.

4) Gleenland is now in solid view of a US satellite' and the
projected EIRP contours suggest a 20 to 24 footer will play
well in such population centers as Godthaab, and, Juliane'
haab. In Argmagssalik, the look angle is frightfully low,
although the projected contour is in the vicinity of 23 dBw (30
foot class antenna required; low look angle aside). lceland is
just out of view; sorry.

Some of the reporters already sending in material on F4 tell us they
seem to be seeing slow, rolling signal variations as great as 2 dB'
Daytime levels, in particular, seem to be lower than nighttime levels.
The changes are gradual, but very noticeabls.

Marlo Yepea In Medellln finds a similar situation with the F3R
signals on his hot transponder set. He sees variations approaching 4
dB, with the signal hanging below his receiver threshold by a dB or two
during the daytime (on his 11 meter dish), and then building back up
through the threshold point between 9 and 10 PM local time' staying at
the above threshold levels until dawn of the following day' Other
observations, on F3R or F4, of this phenomenon, are solicited.

When you have a low look angle (such as below 12 to 13 degrees)'
the incoming microwave signals can get trapped in something called a
'duct'. This is a layering etfect one sees in the lower atmosphere'
usually below 5,000 feet MSL. Ducts can trep signals and carry them
further than they would normally go, or, if a signal has to pass through
a duct at a'shallow angle'to reach your antenna, the duct can act as a
'barrier shield' bouncing the signal away trom the ground or capturing
it, and carrying it within the duct (but above your head). This does not
seem to be the effect noticed by Yepes; a duct in his location would
tend to reduce, not enhance the signal. He considers the daytime
signal levels (below threshold, slightly) the 'normal' condition, while
the nighttime enhanced levels are, he believes, the abnormal condF
tions.

Those reporting this, or a similar observation on F4, have been
largely installations where the F4 look angle is quite high;well above
40 degrees. Such a sharp incoming angle would slice through virtually
any ducting observed in the past. What does track with the Yepes
observations is the time frame. Those reporting this condition on F4
are seeing enhanced signals in the sundown and after period. Again'
reports from additional observers, especially those locatad outside of
the -12 dB contours for F3R and F4 (that is the sixth line out from the
center or boresight 'pool' on the maps).

AND ON W4
A rather extensive report on observed Western Union Westar 4
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SATCOM 4t83. WEST

SATCOM 4 ' Transpon{er9 q, 7, 1-1115! 19, 23 r€duced to Antenna sizes re_qgired with 120. LNA, gdBcNR/threshold receiver. Data fiom RCA,-6ut ir-ot fiero conditbiliegresight EtRps RCA estimates at 4s.2dBW; first contour tine is 43dBW estimateo.l copiilgrri i-g-cl-b-30.
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Satellite TV may change the way we
live.

Do-It-YourseH SITE
SURVf,Y TOOL

$29.95

This professional
caliber instrument
helps you to
quickly and accu-
rately set compass
azmuth and eleva-
tion angles and to
determine the best
locations to place
your antenna and
the programs you
will be able to
enjoy. Shipped
with computer
printout indicat-
ing all accessible
satellites in North
America from
your location.

a $49.00 Value
Refundeble Too!'
t l .  Retu.n in good

condition after
using within 30
days and rcceive
S15.00 refund.

C I (

2. Full rcfund if you purchase a systom from
any Satcllite Scrviccs Bureau dcalct.

'- 
Mail to: Satellite Services Bureau
152 School Street, httnam, CT06260
(203) e28-0s t8 800-243-0480

O Send Free Home Guide to
Satellite TV

tr Enclosed is check for $29.95.
Please send Site Survey Tool and
Computer Printout. (Send Certi-
fied check for faster shipment)

Address

Stare, Zip

Telephone( ) - Ext.-

activities appeared in the May CSD. We'll deal with the FCC tiled EIRP
maps, and what they tell us, in this report.

Westar 4 has a pair of onJile maps for their transmissions; one for
the vertical transponder set, and one for the horizontal set. Both are
very similar, so there is virtually nothing to learned by studying both.
But there is this notation. W4 limits Hawaiian/Pacific coverage to the
horizontally polarized antenna set. As you read through the W4
service report in this issue, you will discover that this is the odd-
numbered channels ( i .e. 1,3,5, etc.);  total ly backwards from the
Satcom birds!

The boresight, which is supposed to be someplace close to Tulsa,
Oklahoma, reportedly is at + 38 dBw, The initial contour lines are in 2
dB steos so the first set outward from the central 'puddle' is the 36 dBw
line.

The Hawaiian boresight is reported to be 25.5 dBw, and the first
set of contours out are down only 1 dB. The Hawaiian contours are a
bit of a mystery at this point. There is a need for observers in Hawaii to
compare the horizontal transponders on W4 against levels from F3R.
Given that data, a more accurate estimation of what to expect from W4
in the Pacific can be pieced together. For now, it looks like 10 meter
antenna territory.

Western Union antenna patterns have traditionally been 'tighter'

than Satcom antenna patterns; and W4 is no exception to the rule.
They also tend to be more closely related to field results (maps on file
versus real world results), than Satcom. lf that holds true for W4, here
is what we should expect in some of the tringe areas from W4.

1) All of Labrador should tind good quality (home viewable)
signals on W4 with a 16 foot antenna.

2) With 30 foot range antennas, the signals should still be
usable as farto the east as Anguilla, south to Martinique region.
Levels further east, and south, are forecast lo drop off rapidly,
however. For example, the level at Medellin, Colombia is not
supposed to exceed 1 2 dBw! The southern edge of the 30 to 40
foot antenna useful range would appear to be cutting through
Belize, on east to Martinique. Even levels in central Mexico are
forecast to be in the 25 to 30 foot antenna (required) range.

So what do the FCC filed EIRP/contour maps tell us? Well, most of
all they tell us what the engineers and technicians who have designed
and constructed the satellite syslem 'hope'the bird will do, once into
orbit and 'on Clarke Orbit station'. Just a few years back, EIRP maps
were taken as gospel. People designing terminal systems had no dala
but these maps, and were forced to put together systems which
reflected the'ideal'coverage levels forecast by the satellite designers.
Now, with thousands of terminals operational, we have a feedback
loop in operation, and after a relatively short initial operational period,
the data begins to build into a solid set of maps for a new bird. We are
in that building stage, now, forthe W4 and F3B, F4 satellites. The next
time we visit a full set of maps for these birds, we'll be looking at the
combined observations of thousands of terminals.

MOISTURE
NO FRIEND
AT 4 Gllz

One of the peculiar properties of super high frequency (SHF) radio
energy is that such energy does not care to get 'wet.' A micro-thin layer

- l
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of water, wedged down between the male pin and the female recepta-
cle of any connector between the LNA output' and the input to the
TVRO receiver, will cost you either some, or all, of the precious little 4
GHz satellite signal you have available. In short, even a 'damp'

connector can 'short out' satellite signals.
This suggests that all connectors, carrying 4 GHz signal energy'

must somehow be very well protected so that moisture can not seep
from the normally-exposed-outside of the connector, to the normally
dry inside of the connector. There is, however, more to the basic
problem than merely keeping water out. That problem is electrolysis.

Electrolysis is a chemical reaction, between two or more separate
pieces of metal, when there is a 'catalyst' present. Water is such a
catalyst. But there is another ingredient which can speed up' and
modity, the electrolysis. That ingredient is (DC) electricity. We can all
observe the electro-chemical activity of the marriage of (dis-similar)
metals, moisture and (DC) electricity by simply lifting the hood on a
vehicle and inspecting the battery terminals. That white, chalky com-
pound that eventually may turn a greenish tint is the residue or product
irom electrolysis. As you might suspect, the chalky compound is not
good for the flow of electricity. lt is worse than not good for the flow ot 4
GHz satellite signals. lt is a disaster.

Most ot the transmission cables that interconnect the TVRO LNA
(or LNA plus downconverter in LNC packages) are copper; either solid
copper, or, copper clad aluminum. Copper is a particularly 'active'

element when moisture and DC are applied to it. The electro-chemical
reaction that accompanies this 'maniage' is very dangerous for the
TVRO system installer.

Most LNAs, and all LNC units, require a DC operating voltage
applied to the outdoor portion of the unit. There are two ways to get
that DC voltage to the unit; through the downline coaxial cable, or,
through a separate run of power cable. In some installations the
'powering' cable is simply some low-cost RG-59/U coaxial cable
pressed into service to carry DC.

We therefore have a pair of separate, but related, problems.
1 ) We must keep any signs of moisture out of the RF transmission

line system, especially when the RF transmission line is car
rying 4 GHz satel l i te energy from the LNA to an indoor
(receiver/downconverter) location, and,

2) We must keep moisture out ol any powering or control lines
when the voltage being canied in the lines is a DC voltage.

DC (direct cunent) voltage is the same type which you find in your
auto battery. Or in your llashlight batteries. lhomas Alva Edison and
others found DC to be superior to AC for many applications' but they
kept having problems with the DC 'connections' when the connections
were outside. A couple of generations later, the young cable television
industry would re-discover the same problem all over again.

TWO POINTS OF ENTRY - in typlcal LNA package. RF connec-
tor (type'N') ls on left ;powerlng plug is on.r lght. Powering
conn6btions requlre great care because the wlre'end ot fittlng
cannot handfe wire dlameters over #20122 salely-

Cable television 'line' amplifiers (the aluminum-housed boxes that
hang up there on the poles 'boosting' the cable signals along the lines)
were in the so's and early 60's tube type amplifiers. Each amplifier
location required a 110 VAC power'drop. 'Then along came a small
firm in north Texas named CAS and another firm in Canada named
BENCO. Both announced all-transistorized (i.e. solid state) 'line'

amplifiers along about 1960. Both designed their outdoor-hung ampli-
fiers so that they would be 'line powered' (i.e. through the coaxial
cable) by a DC voltage. They were not unmindful of the potential for
DC activated 'electro-chemical' reaclions, They had simply not done
their homework properly, and did not know (at the time) just how much
direct current needed to be drawn through a connection, and how
much moisture had to be presenl in the connection, to set off electro-
chemical reaction.

The DC 'line powered' cable TV amplifiers lasled a very short
oeriod of time; until the first wet season. They were promptly taken otf
ihe market (after futile attempts to seal the connections in the field)
and replaced with AC (30 volt initially) line powering. Since the tran-
sistorized line amplifiers still operated on DC, each line amplifier'got
bigger' because each line amplifier had to have a 30 VAC input, lower
voltage DC output power supply built into the unit.

COAX LOOP FOR
FEED ROTATION

FLEXIBLE COAX
CONNECTS TO
HARDLINE OR
FLEXIBLE DOWNLINE

t t . t r --

t
DC POWER

CABLE LOOP
FOR FEED ROTATION
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DUAL FEED II*

POLAROTOR*

Change Polarization without a Rotor, and
with Performance that Equals the
Chaparral Super Feed".
With the Chaparral Polarotor '*,  antenna
polari ty can be changed in less than
half a second. Inside the circular
waveggide of the Polarotor',, a probe is
rotated by- a small servo to any position
over L80 degrees with one-degrei
accuracy. The feed and the LNA remain
fixed. Only the probe moves.

DUAL FEED II*

Perfoimance and Economy, with
Chaparral Quality
The Chaparral Dual Feed II ' .  appl ies an
innovative design to produce u 

-tiigh-

pertormance orthomode feed at low
cost. For compact instal lat ion, both
LNAs can be mounted to the rear.
VSWR is better than 1..4/1, and
isolat ion is at least 30 dB.

@fihinfuo',oNS
Chaparral Communications:
103 Bonaventura Drive, San Jose, CA 95134, (4oB) z6z_zsg6

chaparral: Innovative design, Imaginative engineering, euarity manufacturing.
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The next attempt to line power, with DC, outdoor mounting RF
amplitying equipment for the cable industry, came in 1970' A firm
.irriabdocb irad developed a line of antenna mounting' extremely
fo* noise (for that period of time) pre-amplifiers. The VHF and UHF
signiipt"-'"tplifieis were designed to be installed right at the off-air
"nhnn"r, on the towers. Thelield effect transistor (FET) amplifier
stages operated on around l0 volts DC, and drew relatively small
am6unts of current per stage (typically under 10 mA)' A four stage
amplifier drew under 50 mA ol DC cunent, and after some arguments
the'decision was made to line power the amplifiers with 12 volts of DC
(zener regulated down to the proper operating voltage per stage
inside the unit).

rr

and DC.
This may seem unnecessarily detailed in describing a product

which has no direct application to the TVRO world. The lessons
learned with this particular CADCO pre-amplifier are applicable
however.

With this sealing, the unit performed just fine when properly instal-
led. 'Properly instafled'included an installer responsibility to seal with
silicone and taulking compound the input and output fittings, and to be
sure that the high iorque bolts holding the back plate to the cast
housing were indeed tight. lt worked without weather interference
about is reliably as the modern day TVRO LNAs, which have similar
design problems when it comes to weather protection

Aftei several years of successful operation, no reported cases of
electrolysis, CADbO decided to take their largest housing (a low band
VHF arirplifiefl and cram both a UHF pre-amplifier (relatively small
circuit board) and a UHF down converter into the housing' Everything
stayed the same, except that now the total cunent drain of the pack-
age was close to 100 mA at 18 volts DC. And that opened an entirely
new world of problems.

After many field failures it became apparent that the slight (50%)
increase in voltage (lrom 12 to 18 VDC), and the doublinq of current
being drawn thro-ugh the cable, was enough to trigger DC activatecl
elect-r6-chemical electrolysis in those environments where the aver-
age humidity was high. They were re-discovering.the same problem
th; first CATV line amplifiers had discovered, but they had worked up
to the 'critical' voltage and current level from a design where there
were no such oroblehs' CATV line amplifiers typically operated with
20 to 30 volts of DC and drew around .2 amp each'

The cross-over point, between being able to power a device with a
relatively low (DC) voltage drawing a relatively small amount of cur-
rent, ani not 6eing ablJto get away with it because of DC induced
elecirolysis, was ri'ot uniform. The CADCO antenna mounted UHF
pre-amplifie, and down converter combo units that went into 'inland'

areas had few problems. Those that went into coastal areas had many
oroblems.

SPLICE of RF line - transltion from hardllne (top) to flexlble
cable that allows rotatlon of leed plus LNA 'begs' for moisture
entry.

One of the factors complicating the CADCO problem.was their use
of orinteJ circuit bandpass filters within and between individual ampli-
fd;t"d. ine (patbnteo) design used etched-on-G10 PC board
;coils'; r"eptacing the normai air orJorm wound coils one finds in most
tuneo'cii6ults. fhe precision etched-inductors (coils) made it possible
io .oniroi very closely the bandpass characteristics of the individual
amptitier stag'es. But the use ol awide open copper board, forming not
""ii tn" usuil point to point connections, but also the critical coil or
i"Ji.|.ioi rrn.ii,jn, presented a new set of challenges' Moisture had to
be kept out of the containers!-- 

i-tieiisotution, for these tower mounting amplifiers (which otten
ended up 800 or more feet above ground; in the.worst kind of natural
;;;;;tfi".tD was to develop a cdst aluminum housing, sealed with
Oottr an 'O' ring and a full cover'gasket.'Then the gasket was coatecl
*it'n " iiu"ra l6aiing of jellied silidone seal to bind between the 'O ring'
"nJ in" g"tL"t seit. ilgn torque bolts tightened.the-full width and
f"ngth b;ipf "te lid dow-n very tightly 'cramming' the'O ring' into the
oasket and silicone seal.-- -Having 

prevented moisture lrom getting into the housing where
the housiig came apart, that lett the input and output connectors The

.ir.rit no"iO fot the amplifier laid out so that the etched-on-G10 board
ipir"t inOr.tot. ran the full length of the board' There was an input
'ina'to tne board, and an output end. The input end laced upwarcls'
and on that end otthe cast aluminum container was a single weath.er-
oroot F series chassis mounting fitting that was screwed into the
fiorting; th" housing being tappld for the thread-in.F series fitting'
ii"llttitig*". ftrtnei sitico-ne sealed on the inside of the housing after
Oeing tor"queO into the screw-in case hole When the installer placed

tne imptiiier into service' the input connector.was typically a short
oiot"if i niqn qualitv RG-59/U cable that looped from the VHF or UHF

6tt"-ii|. "nt"in.directly to the litting. The outside portion of the connec-
t,or would be weathei sealed with a silicone or caulking compouno''- 

ih; t p (input) fitting was directly exposed to rain while the output
fitting wai bri tne opFosite end,'facing downwards towards the

oior"nO, tlalso threaddd into position and was sealed like the top' input

iiti'i". gui - untixe tne toi titting, the bottom one carried both RF

THE TVRO ELECTROLYS]S PROBLEM"'-n 
iypi."f OC-p"*ered LNA draws close to '2 amp (ike the CATV

fine'aniifliier) and the line powering voltage is in the vicintyof 13.19,1:
volts. li may'be as much as 25 volts with some receiver powerlng

irppiie.. This would appear to be a 'border-line' situation where

liJ&iJvsis wirr be a function of the average amount of moisture in the

"r"1. nita how well that moisture is kept out oJ the electronlcs'- - 
n woicaf OC oowered LNC has reduced LNA portion current drain

(;;i6iih;;;6ntot"*n bv an LNA is taken bv the 'bulk 
sain' stases

Jiti--" irln, *ni.h are eliminited in an LNC); in the vicinity of 25 mAfor

a oair of staqes. However the downconverter may draw as much as '3

a,i o anO nd* *" are in the 'battery' business, potentially creating a

""ti.iO"i"Oi" amount of electrolysis This assumes that the down-

.o"""rt.i is in fact DC powered via either the coaxial line' or' via its

own dedicated Power line.
There is apparently no magic 'safe level' of voltage and current'

no|, "'pi"t""r"ti,Jio* *ni.n yoi cannot have electro-chemical elec-

iioruiiS. it vo, get sutficient moisture into the act, even small amounts
of iurrent-areLapable of starting the chain reaction'- 

Wni.n says tirat somehow you must eliminate one of the ingre'

Oients init ar6 essential to the process The moisture seems like the

r".i O"t"gi"g part of the equation since even lacking a DC voltage
(and cuneni) t6e presence oi moisture in a 4 GHz coaxial fitting can

ili;;;; tt6-olt or commission. Let's look at the connectors first'
- - 

i i Viiuarry all connectors use a silver plated material' Silver will

tarnishloxidize) and oxidized connector center pins or recepta-
cles cuidown the efficiency of the 4 GHz energy transfer (from

male to female or vice versa) from connector part to connedor
part. All fittings have some (measurable) loss; tarnished 0r
conoded fittings have increased loss'

zt Loss aneaO of ihe LNA can be disastrous even if it is very small'-' 
tinti VoJr, Carrier to Noise ratio prior to signal amplification is

"itoti t"to. Very few installations separate the teed from the
irun, anO require a coaxial cable transition or coupling' Those
that do, however, are asking for big problems'

3) Loss in fittings that come ader the 4 GHz LNA (and while the

,*$i*
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oj' Advanced M icroprocessor Tech nology
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TRACKER SYSTEMS
The most dependable satellite -[.ocators your m,ney can buyl

A Division Of:
HOUSTON SATELLITE SYSTEMS
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Get the m,st out of your Earth station with the Tracker III

FEATURES

E-PROM that can be updated when more
become available. (this unit never becomes obsolete)

controlled with the latest TTL and C-MOS
available.

LED digital display with actual satellite designation and tone
to indicate when movement is complete. (also shows direction
of dish travel with "chase/' l ine on LED display)
Easily programmed for pinpoint stopping on all present and
future satellites in the U.S. domestic satettite belt (up to 70programmable positions)

Provides programmable horizontal and vertical polarization
for satellite position for use with rotatable feed systems with

t rotors This allows programmer to compensate for
across the arc

tmoryStore with battery backup that will hold programming
satellites and polarity for the life of the battery pack

e compatible receivers with BcD remote can be used tocontrol
LNA rotation.

o Attractive control box that will operate the dish movement Up
to 1500 feet away.

. Power jack (actuator) with buirt-in Hail Effect sensor with
adjustable saddle clamp to fit most polar mounts

. Can be used with most any jacK no matter what stroke you
require.

. D.C. low voltage to the actuator.
o Manual override capability.

o Can be adapted to most polar mounts
OPTIONS

r Hall Effect sensorcan be easilyfield installed in youractuator.
o Interface box or schematic can be provided to build your own.
o Interface box can be adapted to work with 1 1 OvAC. actuators
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signal is still at 4 GHz, prior to down conversion) is not quite
suih a disaster. The loss can be tolerated provided it only
amounts to a few dB, since the loss is pure voltage and most
LNAs have so much gain that you have 'voltage' to 'burn' or
lose; after the LNA. However, if the coaxial line is carrying a DC
voltage to the LNA (using a power inserter system that du-
plexes the DC voltage and the 4 GHz signals together - in

opposite flow directions - onto the same cable), the moisture
that can ' tarnish' or 'oxidize' the t i t t ings in the chain can, with
DC present, also start electro-chemical electrolysis. So while
you can atlord, perhaps, to lose a couple of dB ol signal
'voltage,'you cannot afford to allow electrolysis to get started
since this will ruin a fitting and cost you far more than a lew dB'
in short order.

A system that utilizes a separate (dedicated) power line for the
LNA supply voltage does have the advantage of limiting electrolysis
damage to 'only' the powering line. A failure of a (moisture impre-
gnated) powering line will shut down the powering to the LNA, but not
iut down on the 4 GHz energy that is flowing to the receiver from the
LNA in a separate (dedicated) coaxial line. Repair is a matter ot
cleaning up a 'DC cable,' not a complicated problem of tracing and
conecting corroded 4 GHz fittings and metal to metal contacts.

UNPROTECTED - DC powerlng plug is fitted with weather pro-
tection sealing grommet. Unfortunately the plug faces 'upwards'

Into the sky and rain can puddle inside ot tlttlng.

DETECTING CORROSIVE CONTACTS
A number of things will happen, usually slowly' when moisture

works its way into a TVRO system, Abrupt failure, putting you out ol
commission bne minute, after you had normal ('perfect') pictures the
prior minute, are seldom traceable to a moisture fault.

1 ) LNA powering systems that run the LNAs otf of a 1 2 VDC (13.8
VDC nominal) 'off-the-shelf' DC power supply are nearly in
trouble to begin with. Most LNAS are designed to operate with
an input voltage from 12 lo 1 5 volts DC (low end) up to 25 volts
on the high end. TVRO receivers that 'tap' into their own
internal DC supply lines to allow you to power the LNA typically
provide voltages above 15 VDC but below 25 VDC.

When you elect to use a commercial 12 VDC supply' which
typically provides someplace close to a regulated 13.8 VDC
output, you are close to the 'bottom' of the recommended DC
input'window' for the LNA.

Inside of the LNA, the actual operating voltages are typically iust at
or below the 10 volt point. This tells you that whatever the line power-
ing voltage may be, it is regulated down to something near 10 volts
internally; for the best combination of voltage and GaAs-FET device
operating current to produce the best gain and noise figure combina-
tion. However, this is not all that there is to that story'

lf an LNA tells you it wants to see +15 VDC (i.e. such as the
Dexcel units), that could mean that a 13.8 VDC supply might be a
marginal supply. Especially if conosion works its way into the LNA
powering system.

When conosion (tarnished contacts, or electro-chemical created
electrolysis) attacks, the resistance of the DC powering circuit in-
creases. In effect, you have a (DC) voltage drop across the conoded
contact or splice, and that voltage drop may lower the supply voltage
to the LNA where the internal voltage regulation system can no longer
perform properly. The etfect is that the LNA begins to lose gain, and
more importantly, without the proper 'optimized' voltage to the first

RF INPUT
TVRO RECEIVER 12ro  25

VDC LNA OUTPUT

RF OUTPUT

OR

RF AND DC INPUT

LNA

COAX TO ANTENNA
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)rO AD\ANCED COMPONENT CONTROL

Chonnel Moster introduces
stote- of-the-o rt m icrowove tech nology.
Built  to commercial performance standards and
designed to provide the viewer with complete con-
trol and repeatability. Every detail of the new
Channel Master earth station receiver has been care-
ful ly considered, r ight down to the high tech
cabinet designed by an industrial designer famous
for audio component development. Easy to operate,
this receiver provides improved video performance
with such advanced features as:

o Signal and Channel Tune Meters o Automatic
Polarity Switching r Priority or Variable Audio
Tuning . Remote Control Option r Built-in Modu-
lator r Channel Scan o Full Video and Audio
Fidelity o Superior Threshold performance.

SATSCAN is a key part of the new Channel Master
system, Using simple UP/DOWN push buttons, the
operator can change satellites at any time with
pinpoint accuracy, without leaving tire house. lt
features LED digital read-out, aulomatic safety
shutoff, a satellite reference card, low l2 volt DC
operation, analog feedback with power-loss mem_
ory, and variable distance selection (up to lOOO,).

ln addit ion to this brand-new l ine of advanced
equipment, Channel Master distributors offer you
the advantage of low initial investment, expert
assistance, local inventories, a total system warranty,
marketing and sales support, and portable TVRO
demonstrators. And, even with all of this, dealer
cost will actually be less than it was last year!

We need new dealers
and distributors for
selected markets who
can specialize in this
new and growing
industry. Please
contact Donald Berg

EhnnelMastef
Div. of Avnet, Inc., C682, Eltenviile, N.y. 12429
(9r41 647-5000
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Qlrecouple of GaAs-FET gain stages, that critical balance of best operat-
ing voltage and gain is lost. This can cause the LNA's first couple of
stages (where the low noise figure for the LNA is established lor the
whole receiving system) to operate oul of kilter with their original
design parameters. A voltage drop, due to corrosion in the powering
line, bould cause an LNA that checks out as an 85 (or 1 00) degree unit
at the factory to have a substantial noise figure increase in the field.
The LNA may not actually stop working until the voltage drop is
substantial; but the performance level of the LNA can change so
slowly, as the corrosion eats into the DC powering line, that the
change to the eye over a period of days is not even noticeable.

To complicate mallers, because the wiring often used to jumper

the DC voltages to the LNA power plug are usually small in diameter'
you can pull the LNA powering plug otf ot the LNA and check the
voltage to the LNA at the cable end plug and find the voltage at or near
normal. Then you can go back to the LNA power supply and find it
reads normal there also ( i .e. 13.8 VDC on a 13.8 VDC supply) '  What
you cannot check, easily, is the voltage being delivered to the LNA
portion of the plug when the power supply is 'under LNA load.' That
voltage, with the LNA connected, may be down a couple of volts. The
voltage 'drop,' under load, can become substantial it there is a corro-
sive section in the powering line at the plug or just ahead ol it. And you
see that drop only when the LNA is connected, and there is a load on
the l ine.

Much of the field problem with this type of corrosion problem is
down inside of the powering plug that connects to the LNA proper.
Moisture works its way down inside what many (talsely) assume is a
grommet-sealed moisture-proof plug.

In a conventional (50 + dB gain) LNA, the first segments ol the
LNA to develop operational problems with a voltage drop are the
critical first stages of the LNA. After the loss of firslstage(s) noise
figure (and gain), caused by a lowered operating voltage through the
regulators to the first couple of stages the so-called'bulk gain'stages
have problems next. Here you can easily see that you have a problem,
something you can hang your hat on. As the bulk gain stages go down,
the signal level meter on your meter reflects less signal from the dish
plus LNA. A change of a few numbers on the receiver relative signal
level meter can be an indication that bulk gain stages have lost some
gain. That can also be puzzling since most of us know that we typically
have signal voltage to burn with a 50 + dB gain LNA, and a tew dB in
lost bulk gain should not even be noticeable in picture quality' lt is
seldom the bulk gain reduction that causes the 'eye-visible' loss in
picture quality; unless the bulk gain loss is independent of a lower DC
supply voltage, and is associated with a marginal system. More often,
the lower relative signal level meter reading is a symptom oJ a larger
problem; a drop in supply voltage to the LNA.

Over on the coaxial cable side (which may be the 'same side' if
you are duplex powering the LNA up the feedline), an even smaller
amount of corrosion can drop signal voltage from the LNA to the
receiver (or down converter) proper. In the popular remote down
converter configuration, where.you exit the LNA with a short length of
flexible cable and plug into the remote down converter, you have two
chances for oroblems.

1) The interconnecting cable picks up corrosion;
2) LNA powering, if it passes 'through' the downconverter, can

experience a voltage drop caused by the conosion on a contact
or solice.

lsolating the problem can be a real tough process. The LNA could
be bad; it could be a voltage problem; it could be the down converter
proper, or any of the many cables that are outside. Most ot the remote
down converter units do not do a very good job of sealing moisture out,
and as there can be considerable (DC) currenl present, the risk of
electro-chemical electrolysis is high. This risk increases in direct
proportion to your location, and the amounl of moisture in the air.

Several of the manufacturers who have thought this one out point

out that a container that produces heating (the electronjcs inside and
it draws current; the current creates heat which is dissipated in the

electronic parts, and which in turn heats up the interior of the contain-
er) is a 'plus' since the heated air or environment inside of the contain-
er (where all of the circuits are located) will 'drive' moisture laden
ambient-temoerature air out. A container that allows air inside is not

necessarily bad news. A container that breathes 'in' and 'out' is bad

COAX SEAL - is a non contaminating substance that reluses to
cure. lt comes on 'rolls' up to 50 feet in length' or in smaller
packages.

news since cool air is sucked in, where it heats up. This process starts
a moisture condensation process working and the moisture can get
lett behind. Inside the container.

lf all of this sounds dangerous for the integrity of the microwave
electronic circuits, you have a pretty fair picture ol the problems
associated with sticking any type of electronic circuits outdoors.

PROTECT YOURSELF
The best way to carry DC voltage to an LNA is to get it from the

power source to the LNA voltage input connector through a complete-
ly protected transmission medium. That says run a continuous piece
of cable with no breaks in it, trom the connection to the DC power
source, to the LNA power connector at the LNA proper. The cable
should be designed for use in an outdoor environment.

At the LNA, if the LNA is being rotated by a motor (with the feed
connected) to select between polarizations, and/or to allow lor polar-
ization shifts as the dish is swung through the geostatiohary/Clarke
orbit belt, you must allow for movement of the LNA powering cable as
the LNA turns on its axis. A very stiff cable will not allow for this rotation
without placing strain or mechanical stress on the connector/cable
junction. A sott, llexible cable is therefore advised although the temp-
tation to select a rugged outdoor cable such as TW12 direct burial
cable is great.

Mechanical strain on the LNA power connector is a frequent
source of problems for the system installer. Most LNA power connec-
tors are rugged, but they are designed for direct connection of wires in

t '
|} \:, {

PROTECTED - DC powering cable has been caulked with bath'
tub caulk which hardens to a tough encapsulated cover to keep
molsture out.

s
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0 alhe 20122 gauge range. A larger gauge wire can be fitted to the

connector oinlyihrougF a 'transition' to a smaller gauge wire, and that
says a splice. Attempts to wire directly to the connector with large
oalqe wire results in cramming too large an object into too small a
iJ"8.. Wn"n tne whole device tien moves on a regular (LNA rotation)
basis, the result is some give and take at the connector, and the
connection either breaks loose or shorts the two sides together'.

Most LNA power connectors have rubber moisture protection

iacfets, and sleeves and grommets, which are designed to keep the
'moistuie 

out. Unfortunatety' tne LNA power connector sits in an
inclined position, with the wire-end of the connector pointing 'up'

towards ihe sky at an angle. Rain therefore falls down into the wire-
end of the connector, and can 'pool' or'puddle' in the connector end'
Eventually it will drain down through the series of .grommets' and
a|""u"., and directly to the point where the wires solder to the pins on
ine-connector. Once there, they add the linal ingredient needed
(dis-similar metals and electricity already being present) to start elec-
iro-cnemicat activity. Eventually, you will have awhite, chalky material
ioi|l]ing down inside ol the conne-ctor. And eventually, this will 'rot' out
tfre OC"power connection. The solution' since you can't re-position the
Lfln po*"t fitting to 'hang down' (and drain), is to seal the fitting'

Arguments abound whether you should use plastic tape on power
or RFiittings, as a prolection against moisture seepage' The primary
problem wiih taping is that tapehust be'pulled' extremely tight, under'heavy 

hand-press'i.rre, to insure that the tape closely (i'e' snuglyl
torm-iits around the object being taped. lt is not always possible to
*orx niln in tn" air, wh'ere the LNA is installed' to create that kind of
toim titilng tight fit. Furthermore, tape does 'breathe' and if air can
Ureatne tniou-gf' the tape joints, the same airwill carry moisture in the
"i.*itn it. Allowing foi temperature diflerentials between the air and
the fittings, moisttlre from the air can then become a problem'

Wna[ is needed is some type of sealing system that allows the
fitting to be'encapsulated'in a tough, non-breathing.cover' There are
seve"ral choices available. Ordinary silicone based (bathtub) caulking
compornO, desigrled for indoor/outdoor use, is one of these' This
hardware store-iviilable material comes in a tube and you'squeeze'
it onto the area to be sealed' and then working with a small tool such as
a naii, you spread it over the fitting in semi-liquid form' When it dries
out, it hardens tightly around the object sealed' .

Yet another a-pproach to the same sealing problem is found with a
relatively new product called Coax-Seal manufactured by Unlversal
Electronlcs, inc. (1280 Aida Drive, Reynoldsburg, Ohio 43068)'
Coax.Sea|istixeeIectronicbubb|e.gum.ItisabIackcoIoredors|ightIy
oreenish black colored tacky, mastic material' lt is sold in rolls' is
ippioritit"fy 1 /1 6th inch thibk and 112 inch wide' The material peels
tdiity easity ott of the backing paper that packages it'. and you remove
as much from the roll as you need to mold around the fitting to be
sealed.

The advantages of the Coax-Seal material are as follows:
1) lt is non-c-onductive and non-hardening' lt stays flexible for

eight years or more and will not dry out or harden; even at -30

degrees F.
2) lt i;1OO% waterproof and will not contaminate in the environ-

ment.
3) Ultra-violet rays (the sun) will not break it down'
4) lt can be buried or left in the open alr'
Use of Coax-Seal is a learning experience for anyone who has

been working at sealing up RF or power fittings for some time' Getting
the substanci otf of the removable backing paper is akin to pulling a
i".entfy chewed piece of gum from a chair' lt comes apart in long'
stringy pieces until you getihe technique down pat' Then you find that
a 'ro"lfirig' motion, peeling the backing- pape-r away from the subst-
ances, ind rolling into a bbp the Coax-Seal allows you to make a large
O"f i ifbo.efV *ripped). lt is also possible to take otl modest lengths of
uo to'6 inch'es oi so at a whack, as 'surgical sections' which can be
directly wrapped around the titting.

Orie of thb chief advantages of Coax-Seal is that it will adhere to
virtually any surface material known, including the PVC iackets on
cables'whiih often are so slick that outdoor rated PVC tape only
adheres when placed under inlense hand ('stretch') pressure' Since
getting that kind of pressure at the top of a ladder, while working at an
ingle-with the rear of the LNA is all but impossible' this means you can

?
COAX SEAL applled - lt teels llke damP putty and molds and

conlorms to the fittlng belng 'wrapped.'

gently mold the Coax-Seal around the fitting to insure that it tills all oJ

the cracks and crevices of the fitting.
Another advantage of Coax-Seal is that no fitting is there forever'

Sooner or later you will have to break whatever seal you have in place

to get atthe fitting. PVC-based tape, hand stretched under pressure to

fitiightly around the object, comes otf even harder than it went on'

Cauifing compound has to be literally chipped away if it hardens
property] if it'peels otf'you discover (too late!)that you never did have

an air tight (and moisture tight) seal of the obiect covered'
Coax-3eat will come otf. ihe manufacturer makes the claim that il

you form a small (3/4") ball of the material and use that ball to 'pick up'

ihe sealed fitting, you will 'lift'the sealing around the fltting off piece by
piece. In practict ihis may prove to be a longer task than the literature

brgg"tts, but field use proves that indeed you can clean it otf, at least

weiienough to get at the fitting proper and then separate the fitting

lrom whatever it is connected to.

KEEP IT CLEAN
Any sealing material (Coax-Seal included) will not adhere properly

if there is any tlpe of contaminating solution on the object to be sealed'
A thin film of oil, for example, on a fitting will cause tape or cqulking or

Coax-Seal to form but not seal. You may wonder how oil would get

onto a fitting. lt comes off the hands of workers, and gets to the hands

when a wofter absentmindedly rubs his fingers through his hair while

working on a fitting!
Andther no-no Loating is rosin from solder (it should be noled that

acid core solder should never be used for any connectors or connec-

tions associated with a TVRO installation!). Rosin can leave a pow-

dery residue behind, and that powder will form a lilm that keeps the

seaier medium from adhering to the object being sealed'
Moisture (from a recent iain shower, sweaty hands) is another

problem. lf the moisture is on the obiect being sealed, it will be sealed

inside of the obiect forever by the sealing material. Not only will the

moisture film orevent the sealer trom forming tightly to the connector

surface, it will also amount to locking the barn door after the horse has

run away!

SYNOPSIS
Moisture is a problem to any outdoor electronic installation lt

presents twin probiems to TVRO installations since it attacks both the

ilF and poweiing portions of the system. The ingress of moisture on

the powering seciion can confuse the system diagnostician since
powbring pr6blems caused by moisture can appear to be RF-only

oroblems.
Moisture presence, however, can be readily recognizqd with.a

careful inspection of the connectors or connections' In RF cable

connection's, a dulling of normally bright surfaces is an indication of

trouble. In RF or power cables (with DC present on the RF cable)' any

white or greenish powdery substance is a sure sign of problems'
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DEXCEL
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DELUXE ONLY $299 2 WAY $50 4 WAY $1OO 8 WAY $150

VI DARE COM M ERCIAL ANTE N NAS
10 FT $ 995 16 FT $2995 MOTOR DRTVE $200
13 FT $1395 20 FT $4995 PROGRAMMABLE OPTION $5OO

NEC PROFESSIONAL VIDEO MONITORS
12" ONLY $400 45"  ONLY $1995
l  g"  oNLY $500 60, ,oNLY $2595
25" ONLY $700 100, ,oNLY $6900
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AND OUR NEW pToLINE RECEIVERS AND ACCESSORIES. SIMPLY THE BEST!
MUCH MORE VCR, COLOR CAMERAS, JANSZEN ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS

FREE CATALOG
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UPDATE ON
NON.DOMSAT

BIRDS

DATA BEGETS OATA
The April issue ot CSD canied a front cover report put together by

that intreoid satellite dish ambassador. Bob Behar. Behar hauled a
twenty foot antenna, a pile of receivers and 85 degree LNA capability
to Cameroon, in Africa. There, as the April issue reported, he brought
the first live television receotion to a nation of more than 8 million
people. Apparently he tickled a national 'nerve'; subsequent reports
tell us that Cameroon is engaging COMSAT to design an Intelsat
inter-connected national television system.

Behar was on-the-air in Cameroon barely two days. His obser-
vations, reported here, were confined to those two days and he was
hampered by local viewers who wanted to absorb program content
more than program quantity. His report has triggered a lengthy out-
pouring of fresh data from England's Steve Birkill, the father of the
PLL detector system.

Birkill has been watching, and recording, Atlantic path Intelsat,
Ghorizont and some Indian Ocean bird activities since the mid 70's.
His equipment is, by North American standards, borderline. An I foot
dish, and 120 degree LNA are not what you would probably consider
adequate to go searching for Intelsat on Global beam patterns. But
Birkill is perhaps the finest 4 GHz TVRO receiver designer in the
world today, and what Steve lacks in antenna and LNA capability he
works steadily to make up with receiver designs that are probably
generations ahead of the best in North America.

Extracts from his report follows.
Bob Behar reported on the reception in Cameroon ot the (Amer-

ican dial) TR9 channel from Ghorizont at 14 west. The same trans-
ponder is seen in the eastern portions of North America, throughout
South America, as well as Europe. lt is probably the closest thing to
a 'super-power' inlernational 'super-channel' operating in the world
today. Birkill comments on the reception, and the operational pat-
terns of this transponder and bird."This transponder, inspite of its wide coverage, carries Moscow
TV for a relatively small proportion of the total time; typically around
the '9 O'Clock Evening News' when it joins the Moscow-1 Pro-
gramma. Outside of these times it carries a merry assortment of
occasional Intersputnildlntervision traffic, with the UPITN news ex-
change ('direct satellite service from London') at 1300 GMT, a com-
pilation of news clips assembled for the UPITN group by Independent
Television News (London). This package is sent out from London via
Intelsat and via the European tenestrial network. The Soviets take
the terrestrial feed, convert it to SECAM color (it originates in PAL)
and send it out on the 3875 MHz Atlantic 'Global' beam to Inter-
sputnik affiliates. lmmediately after UPITN finishes their feed, Inter
vision conducts its own news exchange coordinated from IVN
Prague; also on TR9. Each member in turn uplinks with its own news
clips. The uplink sequence is usually Moscow, Warsaw, Prague,
Bratislava, Budapest, Sotia, Bucharest, Berlin, and Habana. The
Cuban transmission is typically 625 line SECAM to lVN, but it reverts
to 525 line NTSC at the end of the teed. The channel then, typically,
reverts to the (type) 0167 test eard until a few minutes before Vremya
(news) at 1700 GMT.

During the evening, here in the UK, the channel drops into typi-

cally East German TV from around 1800 GMT (that's 2 PM in the
eastern USA) and that holds until their shut down at 2100 GMT. At
that point, either they revert back to the 0167 test card, or all hell
breaks loose!"

What type of 'hell,' we wondered of Blrklll. 
'

"We often see the Cuban TV in the later evening period, but it is
not there all of the time. I have seen some very strange feeds out of
Cuba, including Close Encounters which had been subtitled in
Spanish, and Star Wars (!) actually dubbed into Spanish."

The presence of Star Wars, dubbed into Spanish, brings up a
related incident. That movie has not yet been released to non-theater
showing in the US and the owners claim they have no intention of
doing so. 'Bootleg' copies of the film, on tape, are not ditticult to come
by however. Becently Cuban Premier Fidel Castro has been inter-
viewed on CNN where he made the 'boast'that he really enjoys US
satellite programming, with a 50 toot (!) dish in front of his residence.
In another report, the lolks at MPAA have charged that Cuba is
pirating US movies, in the black market and otf of satellite, packaging
them and then reselling them in South America. MPAA labeled Cuba
has the number one copyright pirate in the world. Birkill's observation
of Star Wars, dubbed into Spanish (something of a project in itself),
on Ghorizont, would appear to confirm that report. What else has.
Birkill noticed with the Cuban feed?"The Soviets have been observed taking the Cuban feed at 3875,
converting the NTSC standards to SECAM, and then re-broadcasting
that feed in SECAM color on the next (Ghorizont) channel down
(3825 MHz), for Europe. I don't think this is for broadcasting pur-
poses, probably it is simply for the entertainment of the Soviet night
shift!".

Perhaps Steve, but there is another possibility. The Cubans have
provided thousands of troops ("advisors" as they are called) to a
number of African nations. ls it not more likely that the Cuban tele-
vision, via Ghorizont, serves two purposes; relay in the western hemi-
sphere, on 3875 MHz, for various Cuban-influenced nations, and
then relayed again, after SECAM conversion, to 3825 to Cuban
troops in Africa? The re-conversion to SECAM, for Africa, would fit
since NTSC receivers there would be in short supply, but the Soviets
could supply SECAM receivers quite easily.

Blrklll contlnues on hls 'hypothesls' that the Sovlets do the
3875 to 3825 NTSC to SECAM converslon "just lor the lun and
entenalnmenl ol the Sovlet Ghorlzont technlclans.""Ghorizont was recently seen in this time period showing a run
of Bruce Lee martial arts movies, clearly otf of video cassette. One
of these was subtitled in Dutch, but that only indicates where the
tapes may be coming from. They also seem to like to transmit pop
music, with a preference tor the BBC's Top Of The Pops and Radio
Bremen's Muslk Laden, in 625 PAL. These programs are played

STOLEN FLICK? Close Encounters (Encuentlo Cercano) trans.
mltted by Moscow upllnk, after reconverslon of Cuban upllnk
from NTSC to PAL. ls Fldel Castro sendlng us a message?
Should we send Jack Valentl to 'negotlate'wlth Fldel???

-
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directlv otf of cassette tape, often with one show directly lollowing

l.iiri.it "ttJi ip*s"j.t)'pauses for tape stopping.and rewinding'
i'n"u afso have a-passion for Bugs Bunny and brief segments ot

";;i";; .o"i".. iar.n ot this enlgmatic material is accompanied'
".'iri" 6ir,0, uv " giorp of eight el-ectronically generated 'question

marks' inserteb in L rectanglJin the lower right corner' All of this is

veiv un-Soviet. But, as far'as I can judge by monitoring the start.to
r,iiJn Jr *.n .r*b"itin" feeds, they-do lndeed originate at the

Moscow uplink."

The actual Ghorizont uplink for 14 west is reported to be

rocaiea "iduona, 150 kllom'eters north of Moscow' Thls particu-

iil;ini ;fi"il t "L built to accommodate what the Russlans
honed would be their propaganda coup of 1980; the 'Olymplc

i;fi;";;iff vJii, niro'in-Moscow' rheir uplink antenna is
*dl'tt"O t" u" th miters in size whlle a trio of nearby Intelsat

u-JlnVAownlink antennas are 32 meters in slze'-' 
girkilt continues. "There have been'deeper'mysteries associated

witn ine e norizont observations. One evening a.European pop muslc

tno* *". being transmitted 
-on 

video, while on the audio side we had

an nmeiican fo-otball commentary from CBS-TV' This was apparently

iirJ,'*ilrt "pptp.ati oreaxs for'commercials (which were not heard

i. th" i""d,'i.Oicating it was coming from a stadium to network feed)'

i';;;;;;lli;" wheie thevsot the-ir hands on a live feed from US

iCBSt i"l#i"n; I checked"all of the Intelsats l can see from here
(which includes those used to transmit between North America and

il;;;;;;;; iii" ntr".ii.l and could tind nolrace of the CBS rV

o"t,5 o'n int"f ."t. Then very recently, on what has become the 'Bruce

ru E;;;;;;iliie itrev riere runnins short clips rrom the BBc "A

ii,i g'F;i dit.pe" programme which lad been transmitted here in

the UK two weeKs prlor, they kept cutiing back and forth to a live
(simultaneous) progiam on gBC'f . t cannot imagine where they were

;;ii;ili;ird6:i lE"o iiJt' * it was not the tvpe or prosram the BBC
ioutdue transmitting via bird, to anywhere"'

The CBS footballieed may well have come around the world from

m" lopp*ii" direction,' i.e. via the Pacific and then lndian Ocean

OirOr.'fiVitf' three Intelsat dishes at the Dubna tacility' where-.both

Ohoiitoni uflinks and Inteiiat links are maintained' it is not difficult

t" !""|.i"t th"t alechnician sits before a bank of monitors feeding in

ii"gffii riom a wide variety of sources' With instant' electronic

standards converslon potiiOtd at the push o1a button' they may well

n"ue tne most elaborate "anything in/anything out" system in the

*oifa ioO"V. Certainly the gear oriiinally supplied by American net-

works lor Olympic coverag-e, and tFen never retrieved after the cov-

"rao" t"if"O, *buld make'a good start on such a super installation'"'-"Bltkliffi";;; 
ott ot tn"-cttorizont transponder 9 actlvlty to

"ott"nt on grhal's observatlons regarding the lull use of that

blrd."Here in the UK, the transponders in service other than I are far
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BIRKILL reception wlth homebrew
from OTS experlmental satellite'

stronoer than the TRg service. I would expect them' however' to be

.ii'tiirJiit'i.1"ri"i etnp. in the cameroon' The main one for Europe
;'iiii, ;,36ta-utt lstgnuv oetow the Do-MSAT cha.nnet 1; editor)
it'i. ."ri"i n"i a disiidtiv;, wide, slow dispersal rate and this one
is i"riiit" Soviet tetevision. tt'i. it on a spot beam to Europe' and
iij. itl,ii"g t" look rather sick by mid-March Thesignal drop was-in
ffi-rffiitift oe toit the firstbperations some.two years ago' on
fr4it.n f S, the Russians launched Ghorizont 5' The -Soviets had not

,"f.1"."0'" S""slationarylCfarke orbit position for Ghorizont 5 but

;ffi;;i ;t"M;;;h 26thihe TR1 sisnal level ,iumped.up between 5

l.O a d6. in" signal level here waJso strong after this change that

i;;dd il;;lltuie* t'" picture bv connecting "l !\A to a 12 inch

6tal hil; and point it out the window! Even with the horn off the

rill. ana-iust the ogen LNA mouth directed at the satellite position'

itirijri i,illiiiacei-ot tne sisnal on mv spe{:trum analvzer' I now

".tit"tJit'" so75 MHz signaito have in EIRP of at least 41 dBw

here in the UK.""-'6""i"i 
O"ii regarding the use of Ghorizont 5 contlicts with the

Birkilf observation.-Yet there may be more accuracy in Steve's obser-

;;i;;; thil;;L tind. in the official soviet data released' According

tothesovietspokesman,aGhor izontb i rd isequippedwi thasing|e
+O'*"tt itintpiinder (let's assume this is the transponder 9' 'Global'

;;ffiffi.ion0ei) ino tive 1 5 watt transponders' Th.e Soviets label

b;;iio.; and then with prodding may or may not tell.which bird is

actuallv 'on station' at that location, at the moment' Otlicially '

t) Statsionar 4labird located at 14 west'
2i Statsionar 5/a bird located at 53 east'
3i Statsionar 6/a bird located at 90 east'
4i Statsionar Tlabird located at 140 east'
5i Statsionar 8/a bird located at 25 west'
6i Statsionar 9/a bird located at 45 east'
7i Statsionar 10/a bird located at 170 west'
8i Statsionar 15/a bird located at 130 east'
iiot"u"?,'Anorizont lamily birds are not assigned to all of these

locations at the present time, and in many cases are not planned for

iot"iio. tn"r". \jVe all know about the Ghorizont bird located at 14

r""ti.ii'" tp"tific Ghorizont bird there may not be the same this year

ai next. The Soviet's admit that their geostationary birds have a

inott"i iit" span than our domestic, or, Intelsat birds'.A two to three

i;liit.d;G considered 'normal' by the soviets' The soviets are

iraOing hi6ner power per transponder/per bird. for lifetime' prelerring

i" o"ii^i'.s"i for shorter operationai periods- ot time' Now' what

lu"rt ii" .litery of Steve's observations for March 26th?-- 
in" Souiet. now claim that they have, in fact' been maintaining

not one,-uut two Ghorizont birds it 14 west. They also claim that

Ouring Uarcn they moved one of the two birds there.to a location ol

SO ""1t (St"t.ion6r 6 location). They also claim that their March 1sth

launch oi Ghorizont 5 was to 53 easi, where they replaced 'one of the

birds there.' One trade press report noted that the Russians

RUSSIAN reception on 3 meter SatFlnder dtsh wtth Blrkill mod'
lf ied' Entertalner' receiver'12 GHz termlnal Package
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intend to locate 'an existing Ghorizont' to the Statsionar 7 (140 east)
location by mid-summer. How does this check with the Birkill obser-
vations?

lf the Soviets have been maintaining a pair of birds at 14
west, one of these might be described as being 'moth balled.'
The one in servlce, until the March move, could have had a sick
tlansponder for the TR1 coverage Birkill descrlbes as 'All Soviet
TV.'When the Sovlets moved that blrd to 90 east (assuming that
is what they really did), the moth-balled bird then was activated
and it had a hotter transponder on TR1; hence the Blrkill obser'
vatlon.

Birkill also notes "l observe that the operation from 14 west, after
March 26th, has a higher inclination (i.e. is higher in the sky) by about
1/z degree." Yes Virginia, it is possible to stabilize (after a fashion) a
bird higher up than 22,300 miles, but station keeping demands far
more thruster fuel use. lt may be that the Russians had 'stacked'the

moth-balled bird up higher above the one sent onto 90 east, and
given a reasonable amount of operational time it will gravitate down
to the proper altitude. Which brings us to some brief comments on
following figure 8 pattern birds with a polar mount, a problem noted
by Behar from Cameroon."l am at a loss to explain the sudden disappearance of the Sym-
phonie signal, mentioned by Behar, in Cameroon. There is no ques-
tion that the Symphonie bird is old, and that it has a minimum amount
of north and south station keeping, The bird (there are two there,
actually) has an inclination of about 3 degrees and one must track it
over a figure 8 pattern (east and west, north and south) through a
nominal 24 hour period. The two birds use left hand circular polar-
ization and the EIRP on the TV transponder is approximately 26 dBw
in the UK. This is really a hemispheric beam, rather than a spot beam,
and there is no accounting for the sudden changes observed by
Behar as a function of rapid bird oscillations. lf the bird jumped about
like that, it would either be in the sea, or half way to the moon, by
now!".

That was our gut feeling when Bob Behar reported that obser
vation, Steve. A gradual change, as the bird moved oul of boresight,
would be understandable. A sudden change, cyclic in nature, sug'
gesting the bird was having attitude control problems, is certainly
possible. But such a problem would endure for only a short period of
time before ground controllers lost control and the bird vaulted either
up or down. We have an alternate suggestion to explain what Behar
observed (ruling out terminal intermittents). ls it not possible that the
French are switching, for test or operational purposes, between their
F1 and F2 birds? And if they are switching, could they not be switch-
ing off one bird, going silent for a few seconds, and then switching
back on with a second bird (F2)? This would be not unlike the Molniya
observations detailed in CSD in the summer of 1980. The French do,
by the way, fly both birds as a package, and reports indicate that they
have both telephony carriers and the single TV canier 'up' pretty
much all day long.

The subject of breaking down the GhorizonVl4 west operation
even further is not yet complete, however. Birkill notes "Other than
the 3675 (just below American band) and 3875 (TRg) transponders,
the next one ol interest is the 3825 transponder. I have already
commented about finding Cuban TV, converted to 625 SECAM, on
this transponder while the Cuban 525 line stuff has been on 3875.
This has always been a 'spare channel' and until early April it was
sitting for most of the 24 hours per day with the typical type 0167 test
card on it. Every now and again one would find a broadcast or news
feed, such as the Czech 'Man In Moscow' report being sent from
Moscow to Prague for Czech television. Also, on occasion, this trans-
ponder might be carrying one ol the other Moscow networks for a
brief period of time; such as 2-Programma during the daytime or
evening, or the far-eastern Vostok morning program (i.e. the Molniya
feed which Coop dubbed "Good Morning Siberia" during his Molniya
tests in the summer of 1980). Then early in April it went off, and to
date has stayed off. Perhaps the transponder failed. Or, the battery
support system is getting low and they need to conserve mains
voltage. lt is beginning to look like the 'dark days' of 1979/1980 when
the old Ghorizont 2 bird became a two channel system.

"The only other recent observations I have of this bird is that in
March the Russians ran some (apparently) 'digital TV tests'on what
would be US channel/transoonder 11. This was centered on 3925
MHz, and this is the first time there has been video here since the
summer (1980) Olympics. These tests covered a two week period,
and nothing has been seen there since."

The present 14 west bird went into service just about two years
ago. Based upon the Soviet's own statement, that they had two birds
camped there and then in March moved one to 90 east, one cannot
be really sure which bird is at 14 west, and which one is at 90 east.
lf we hear of a new Ghorizont launch in the next few months, and the
operational pattern changes at 1 4 west, then (perhaps) we can form
a conclusion. For now, be advised that the only television from this
bird being seen in Europe at the present time is on the 3675 and 3875
MHz channels, as detailed by Birkill here. The 3675 channel is de-
tectable in North America, the 3875 channel is (as always) the strong-
er of the services. Several of us have noticed that the tracking on the
14 west bird has become quite ditficult, indicating that the bird now
operating there (April/May 1982) is having ditficulty maintaining its
over-equator position. Bob Behar, from the Miami area, continues to
provide feeds from the bird for use by one of the major US television
networks, and their late afternoon service on this bird has been far
stronger than the earlier (in the day) service. The change is daily, in
a pattern, and gradual, indicating the change in EIRP towards Florida
is caused by bird movement rather than human control or equipment
tailure. The bird seems to be moving north and south of the equator
far more than previously (which to Birkill would appear to be up and
down since he is almost due north of the same bird).

MOVING ON TO INTELSAT
One of the first things Behar saw in Cameroon was a view up-

linked via WPBT in Miami, and the slide being transmitted was of a
beach just miles trom his home. Birkill notes "This transmission was
being beamed to Thames Television in London. lt was an attempt to
creaie an intercontinental general knowledge quiz game' with par-
ticipants in London, Miami and Sydney (Australia). The malor path (2)
Intelsat, at 18.5 west (cunently Intelsat IVA-F1) canied the US por-
tion of the feed on Intelsat TR12, one of its half transponder tormat
video channels, in 525 NTSC format. This is typical of what one sees
on this Global Beam. Daily, there are feeds of VISNEWS' UPITN;
they go westward at 625 line PAL and eastward at 525 line NTSC.
There are feeds from EVN Brussels, the Spanish language service
out of Madrid (not the same as their leased transponder service)'
Washington, Argentina, El Salvador and so on'

"l have been trying to interest the world in the Saudi, Sudan, Zaire
and Niger services on IVA-F2 located at 21 '5 west for several years
now. The 'enhanced half-transponder format' of Saudi and Sudan
gives the carrier a clout just a few dB below saturation. Intelsat
issures us this is a global-coverage beam' However, it my under'
standing of the A series'transponder/beam switching system' is cor
rect, these transmissions look very much more like eastern hemi'
spheric coverage to me. Certainly if they were Global, Behar wouldNSTC COLOR (trust us) lrom Cuba on transponder.g' orlglnatlng

lrom Guba, as seen ln Sheffleld, England by Btrklll'
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be seeing them in Miami; you would be seeing them on Provo."
We aie not sure what'enhanced half-transponder' means. lt

sounds like an uneven power distrlbution between the two
halves, backing off one slde part way (the video side?) and the
opposite side to a greater extent' There have been no indi'
cailons west of the IVA-F2 blrd that lt 'sees' In thls directlon on
the Saudl et al transponders.

Steve continues. "l read no indication that Bob cranked his'big'
dish in Cameroon over to the eastern sky, to look at the cluster near
50 east, There are more channels of Russian TV there (Raduga at
35 east, two more channels at Ghorizont at 53 east)' But to Cam-
eroon, the Algerian (French speaking) service plus the Nigerian
(English speaking) service at 60 east should have been ot high
inteiest. Both used the same'enhanced half-transponder'format and
both should have big signals in Cameroon; like Saudi and Sudan.

"On the subiect ot World Cup Soccer, while it is true that some or
perhaps quite a bit will be on the Spain TVE channel beaming to the
Canary lslands, virtually every game played will be on Intelsat trans-
ponder 12 (TR24 on American recelvers), in the half transponder
tormat, on either or both the Atlantic primary bird (24.5 west) or the
Atlantic back-up bird (27 west). Both of these are now Intelsat V birds,
which while operating on a Global beam, are 3 dB hotter now than
the former (and still in use) lV and IVA birds. Plus, I believe you will
be seeing some soccer on Ghorizont as well."

Birkill has been 'patiently' waiting for US and UK paperwork to
clear so that he may come to the USA where he has accepted
employment with the US SatFinder firm. In the interim, he has been
active piecing together the tirst of the private terminals to go into the
UK. Using SatFinder 3 meter dishes, 120 LNAs and a much moditied
Taylor Howard designed receiver (called 'The Entertainer')' Birkill
reports very high quality pictures are being demonstrated, and sold'
to the first of the UK buyers. On receiver modifications, Birkill notes
"While the Bussian channel to channel center spacing is on the order
ot 50 MHz (US is 40 MHz), it appears to me that virtually all of their
modulation products can be adquately recovered with a 30 MHz wide
lF. I have established a modification package tor the Tay Howard

YOU WON'T BELIEVE THIS BUT . . . this ls one of the Kelth
Anderson recelvers developed and sold to SatFlnder last sum-
mer before the Omaha SPTS show. Blrklll has one In the UK, and
he has modlfled lt for Ghorlzont receptlon. That's the Blrklll 8
foot Andrew dlsh, out of locus In the background. The card-
board contalner, holdlng the recelver, really dld come llom a
Vodka distrlbutor. Two famous Russlan exports In one 'heap'!

Yes, that's the famous 0167 Ghorlzont (Russian) test card on the
screen.

designed receivers which includes modifying the demod (a fine
tweeking applied to the tracking range of the divide by 2,564 demod
system), moditying the AFC (to handle the 'super dispersal' em-
ployed by the Russians), moditying the de-emphasis network for the
625 line video, retuning the audio demods for the 7.0 and 7.5 MHz
audio sub-caniers, and also moditying the audio de-emphasis net-
work for the Russian pre-emphasis.

"l think there may be some mis-understanding on the importance
of the video de-emphasis networks. Actually, with a 525 line de'
emphasis receiver, the ettect on a Soviet 625 line picture is a slight
smearing, medium term, noticeable in the center blocks on the 01 67
test card, but hardly visible on the average picture. Any other dis-
tortion people are reporting is due to some other cause."

As noted in Coop's Comment in this issue, with the'discovery'of
Ghorizont by the US broadcasters, the use ol this bird may change
quite radically in the months ahead. What used to be "an interesting
experiment in the eastern sky" may in fact become one of the primary
satellite services available for world wide news services' Only time
will tell, and Steve Birkill has been there for several years now pio-
neering the etfort for all of us.
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tronically curious people, there was a considerable passion to find
and decipher the ihen thousands of non video signals being trans-
ported via satellite from one point to another. We learned, in CSD
ihrough the spring and summer of 1980 for examplg(.) that you could
tune in the live Juneau, Alaska NOM station with up to the minute
Alaska-wide weather conditions, or a trio of Anchorage AM broad-
casting stations, or a multitude of ABC/CBS/NBC/Mutual radio net-
work n'ews and sports feeds, plus another batch from AP and UPI'
We also learned ihat there were thousands and thousands of tele'
phone conversations 'up there' on the bird, not to mention dozens of
i8O0 number' toll free call circuits.

We also learned that there were two audio or narrow band formats
in use; one stacked audio or data channels approximately 4 Khz
apart one right after the other from approximately 100 kHz to as much
ai g,oOO kliz, and, the other an FM system with greater channel to
channel spacing.

In the interim two years the number of audio or narrow band
services found on the satellites has mushroomed. Some estimate the
growth in two years to be in excess of 100%. There is no question that

liven the right set of equipment and the right 'where to listen' and
ihen' information, you can listen in on everything'from the Moscow
to Washington 'hot line,' to 'confidential network executive intercorR
lines'-between New York and Hollywood.

There is also little question that the interception and divulgence
of what you hear is pushing Section 605 of the 1934 Communications
Act to its very limits. lf one traces the historical debate that accom-
panied the p'assage of the 1934'Act,' it becomes evident that the
irimary concern of that and preceding laws in this area (the first
iracesback to 1912; and the 1 934 law was the last version of three
adopted to deal with a problem) was to have legislation in place which
would allow the FCC to adopt rules and regulations to guard against
'telephone company employees' using their positions to 'eaves-

drop; on private ielephone communiques. Somebody, way back in
1912, feli the opportunity for a telephone 'operator' to 'listen' to a
private conversation, and having heard some private information
ihen go on the'open market'to sell such information, was real. The
debate leading up to the bill painted scenarios where an operator or
other telephone company employee would overhear, accidentally or
on purpose, information which then could be 'traded,'

The law framers recognized that it was inevitable that on occa-
sion, in the performance of technical duties, a telephone employee
would overhear a conversation. That was the 'interception' element'
And that was why they constructed the dual pronged 'test'; inter
ception, and, divulgence. To clarify the divulgence, and to guard
against the eavesdiopper not trading in the information, but rather
taking private, personal advantage of what was heard, the law was
expanded to include a second test; 'beneflt.'

The present attempt to expand the penalties associated with Sec-
tion 605of the'Act' (the Waxman Bill, the Goldwater Bill) are offered
as mere 'strengthening' of the 1934 law, to reflect changes in tech-
nology and to lpecific-ally add the reception of any non'authorized
comiion caniersignals io the list of those 'protected.' Cable tele'
vision (not a common carrier) and over the air STV (also not a
common canier) are also being added to the list ot'protected' trans-
missions.

The audio and data transmissions present on satellite now are
actually no different in content than similar services present for de-
cades it lower ferquency bands. Radio telephone services, for exam'
ple, are readily available to anyone with a HF (high frequency) radio
capable of tuning in various 'marine bands'that allow ships at sea to
communicate thiough common carriershore stations, with the main-
land terrestrial telephone service. Similar telephone services are
found in the VHF band where'scanner'type radios readily tune. The
only real difference between tuning in such 'calls'via a satellite trans-
ponder, and doing the same thing on HF or VHF, is the quantity ol
calls one finds on satellite. There may be a dozen or 15 such
'channels'available to tune in at HF, or VHF' There are thousands on
the satellite.

Another'common'service found on satellite is the network radio
teeds, carrying targeted sports, news and music services. ABC Con'
temporary, ABC Entertainment and other networks carrying news
prolrams-and audio features abound on the satellite, since satellite
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iiterconnection is the best system going for wide area inter-
connection. NPR (National Public Radio) is also found on satellite;
sometimes as many as 8 channels of ditferent services' Are these
'private' or are they 'public' transmissions?

All of the network radio feeds are being transmitted tor one intent;
to allow people to listen to them, via their local (satellite inter-
connected) AM or FM radio station. Such transmissions are'private'
while they are on the satellite only because they are considered to be
in the temporary care of a common canier; and all common carrier
transmissions are regarded as'private.'The test for a common carri-
er signal, by the way, is as follows:

"lf the transmission is directed at a specilic (or multiple-specific)
recipient(s), and is not addressed to all of the public at large," it
is likely to fall into the general family called common carrier.
There are exceptions to that 'test'; amateur and CB signals, for

example. They are 'addressed,' but not common carrier. The
'addressing' oCcurs via satellite because the sender (transmission
station) has a 'list' of authorized receiving points. lf you are not on that
'list,'you are not an 'addressee,' and are not authorized to receive the
transmission(s).

A feed of the ABC Contemporary Radio Network news service is
one of those 'half in/half out' classes. lt is 'addressed' from ABC to
affiliate stations while it is on the way from ABC to the stations (i.e.
while it is on satellite). Once it anives at the station affiliate(s), it is
plugged into the audio board at the station and is retransmitted on AM
or FM. Now it loses its 'address' and is available for anyone to tune
in and enjoy.

A satellite relay of an Anchorage AM radio station, or of the
Juneau (Alaska) NOAA station also changes classes of the trans-
missions, but in reverse. The station transmits its programs or signals
into the air and they are intended for the general public. Reception is
merely a matter of having the required receiver type. While it is 'public

property,' the signal is received by the satellite uplink folks on a
receiver, and the audio hom that receiver is patched into a satellite
SCPC transmission system. Then the signal is sent out via satellite
to one or more 'addressed' receiver locations.

COOP'SSATELLITE DICEST
Chicago's WFMT, an FM station carried on an audio subcarrier

along with WGN (TR3, F3B) makes the change from public to private
three times. lt begins as a public transmission, and is received at the
United Video uplink site outside of Chicago. There.it becomes base-
band audio where it is patched into the uplink transmitter modulating
a subcarrier of WGN. lt is received by the cable system which demod-
ulates it again through a sub-carrier demodulator, and then patched
to an FM modulator for the cable system, and carried in the FM band
to subscribers. One could argue that the last leg, within the cable
system, retains its 'addressability' since you in effect become an
addressee of the cable company by subscribing; failure to subscribe
should prevent you from accessing the WFMT (and other) cable
signal(s). However, when the cable subscriber is a restaurant or
stereo store or office, and they elect to tune their cable connected FM
tuner to their on-premise speaker system, thereby making the music
of WFMT available to any member of the public that drops by, we
have once again removed the address, and turned the transmission
into a public transmission.

Given these and a dozen and one other possible use and re-use
ramifications of satellite delivered audio and data signals, it is little
wonder that the bounds of a law originally created in 191 2, to insure
that telephone operators did not'divulge or profit from'conversations
they overheard, is badly bent out of shape!

All of this aside, there are more audio or narrowband signals on
satellite than you can count. We know, we tried. They number in the
thousands and they come and go with the same lack of tirm sched-
uling that one notes on Westar 3 'occasional video feeds.' One
minute they are there, the next minute they are gone. One da)t the
UPI Sports Desk service is on one transponder in a specitic dial spot;
the next day it has moved to a new transponder or even a new bird!
The whole nanowband picture is so elastic that a person could spend
most of his or her waking hours tracking the signals, and still not have
a reasonable handle on what is available, from whom, and where.
The Slmple System

A very detailed description of how the audio signals are married

ilNOD0lryil
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RG-59 or equivalent. Standard input
and output connectors for easy use.

International Grystal
Manufacturing Gompany, Inc.

'lO Nonh L@ Okl.homt Ciry OK 73102 (4051 236 3741

Can be used in multiple installations
without need for isolators or other
filters.

Specifica tions ; Conversion gain 25
db nominal .  Tuning vol tage +4-16
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22 to 30 VDC @ 3OO ma, (including
LNAI Size 3"X4"X7", weight 1 Lb.
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into full transponder systems appears in the 'Coop's Satellite Oper-
ations Manual,'available trom STT (P.O. Box G, Arcadia, Oklahoma
73007'). Basically, here is how it works.

A standard domestic transponder is 40 MHz wide. Of this width,
36 MHz can in theory be used to transmit intelligence. In practice, the
amount of soace used for the transmission of information is closer to
30 MHz (it varies from uplink system to uplink system). Because the
transmission method is FM (hequency modulation), a relatively wide
transmission band (30 to 36 MHz) is required to transmit data which
in the AM (amplitude modulation) format would require about 1/r of the
spectrum space. We use an FM system to transmit the information
because it otfers us tremendous advantages over AM for dealing with
weak signals, and creating good (high quality) signal to noise ratios
when we have poor (low quality) carrier to noise ratios. lt turns out
that we can transmit the equivalent of approximately 8 MHz (meg-
ahertz) of AM data in a 32 to 36 MHz wide FM signal.

A standard television signal occupies about 60% of that 8 MHz
region. That leaves the system designer with some extra room to
slide in some extra data, or carriers. That is how we end up with
additional subcaniers on transponders such as that used by WGN;
there is room to slide in a few more signals before the 8 MHz 'AM

capacity' is used up, at baseband.
The same space which a standard television picture signal oc-

cupies can also be used by a large number of nanowband (AM)
carriers. Through technology developed through the years by Bell
and other telephone companies, it has evolved that you can stack
around 1250 narrow band voice or data channels into the space
occupied by a single television picture carrier. Having done this, we
still have about 40% of the transponder left unused, which simply
means we can stack up some more narrowband signals in that re-
maining 4Oo/o', an additional 40% of 1250 or 500 nanowband signals.
That's in theory. In practlce, someplace between 900 and 1200
actual narrowband data (i.e. voice, low baud rate data, etc.) channels
can be separately'programmed'within the space normally occupied
by a single TV picture carrier and its one or more attached sub-
carriers. This means that a transponder taken out of video service

COOP'SSATELLITE DICEST
can be divided up approximately 1200 times for 1200 different, un-
related, narrowband services.

The (up to 1200) narrowband signals are manied to the satellite
uplink transponder in an 'AM' format. That is, each of the voice or
data channels is assigned a spot in a 'spectrum' that starts near 100
kHz and ends around 8,000 kHz (8.0 MHz). Each voice or data
channel has its own 'carrier,' and each voice or data channel modu-
lates that individual 'carrier'with the assigned voice or data informa-
tion.

How they do it at the uplink is imporlant only if you have to figure
out a way to reverse the process at the downlink terminal. Fortunately
for you, somebody has done that for you, and the process of turning
a TVRO terminal into an audio and data receiver terminal is not only
uncomplicated, it is also not very expensive.

lf you have a TVRO terminal, and if your TVRO terminal provides
you with a video (baseband) output, you have all of the 'hard work'
done to have reception in your home or shop from the thousands of
narrowband services available. Remember that the signal trans-
mitted via satellite is FM, and it may occupy up to 36 MHz of spectrum'space' at 4 GHz. However, by the time you get that signal back and
through your LNA and TVRO receiver, you have now re-converted
the FM signal (that began as an AM signal at the uplink) back to AM.
And you have, coming out ot your 'video output' (back of) receiver
spigot an 'AM band' that stretches from near 0 MHz to at least 4.5
MHz and perhaps all of the way to 8 MHz or so. We'll return to this
fine point, shortly.

lf you tune your TVRO receiver to a transponder with video on it,
what you get out of the video spigot is AM, baseband video; over the
frequency range of 0 to someplace around 4.2 (a.5) MHz. Now, if you
retune the TVRO receiver to a different transponder, one that does
not have video on it, but rather one which has hundreds of stacked,
narrowband audio and data channels on it, what you NOW have
coming out of your video output spigot is a'radio spectrum' that starts
at around 100 kHz (0.1 MHz) and which ends someplace up there
between 4.5 and 8 MHz. You cannot'hear'these narrowband signals
on your TV receiver because the TV receiver is designed to respond

INTEGRATED ELEC'RONICS INC.
B O X  2 0 i ,  C A R L I S L E ,  M A S S . 0 I 7 i I

IMAGE REJECTION DOWN CONVERTER FOR OUTDOOR USE

Do your TVRO down conversion at the antenna where signal to noise ratio is optimum and avoid costly microwave
cable.

The DCI 466 is a completely self-contained unit housed in a weathertight case that converts the TVRO band to 70
MHZ. DC power and a 1 7 lo 25 volt local oscillator tuning voltage are superimposed on a single RG 59 line for easy
installation. This converter features a low noise microstrip design that reduces LO leakage and practically
eliminates frequency pulling over the TVRO band. An on board lF amplifier matched to 75 ohms gives plenty of drive
for long cable runs. OVeral lconversion gain is 25 db. The unit 's 50 ohm input measures a12db noisef igure. The DCI
466 is priced at $300 in singles. Delivery is from stock to four weeks ARO.

TNTEGRATED ELECTRONICS lNC., Box 240, Carl is le,  Mass.01741 617-369-0536
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The spectacular growth of private and commercial earth stations in recent years distinguishesit as one of the new and excit ing industries of the 1980s. The frontiers of this new technology arejust now being explored - and all indications are that earth station reception of satellite transmittedprogramming wil l  revolutionize the way Americans receive video entertainment in their homes.
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to wideband video signals. lt cannot demodulate these little, narrow
band signals. So rather than plugging a video monitor (or an RF
modulator) into the video output spigot on your TVRO receiver, we
plug in a receiver that is designed, on purpose, to tune in this fre-
quency range (0.1 MHz to 8.0 MHz), and which is equipped to de'
modulate these little, narrow band carriers.

That receiver is (or would be) a 'single sideband' communications
receiver. Now, what is (and why do we use) single sideband? Well,
in an etlort to stack as many of these narrowband signals as possible
into the available spectrum space, the uplink folks have decided
(again, based upon work pioneered more than twenty years ago in
the telephone industry) to use a particular type of AM called 'single

sideband.' In this particular type of amplitude modulation, it is recog-
nized that any 'full,' or 'normal,' AM signal is redundant. There is a
carrier (to which the modulation is applied), and then separated
slightly from that carrier (in frequency) there are two, equal and
ldentlcal, 'modulated sidebands.' lf you speak into a microphone
connected to a'normal' AM transmitter and say'hello,'you could,
with the appropriate single sideband receivers, hear yourself say
'hello'on both the 'lower sideband,' and, the 'upper sideband.' As this
is not a'stereo'service, that seems very wastetul since a carrier plus
two sidebands takes up slightly more than twice the spectrum space
that iust a slngle sldeband would occupy. So it evolved that since
frequency spectrum was limited, that this technique ot stacking twice
as many signals into the limited available trequency spectrum was
adopted. They do this by eliminating both one of the sidebands
(which one is not important; they are exactly alike), and, the carrier
as well.

VIDEO
OUT/TO
MONITOR,
MODULATOR

KENWOOD
R-1000 0R
EQUIVALENT

VIDEO OUT/TO
USB/LSB
COMMUNICATIONS
RECEIVER

TUNE 100 kHz TO
3  9 M H z

BASIC RECOVERY OF (VERY)
NARROW BAND AUDIO SERVICES

All of the narrowband signals we shall discuss and deal with here
are transmitted on satellite in this manner. That says that to tune
them in, so you can understand what is being said, you need to equip
yourself with a 'rlngle sldeband recelver' capable of tuning the
frequency range between 0.1 MHz and 8.0 MHz.

Now most of the home style TVRO receivers that include a video
output spigot (most do, since you need this to plug the TVRO video
into your outboard or accessory RF remodulator) have a circuit built
i9to the receiver which limits the (AM) frequency range coming out of

the TVRO receiver video spigot. David Barker, in his TVRO Notes
section of CSD this month, touches on this point. The problem here
is that if a TV modulator or a TV monitor is connected directly to the
TVRO receiver demodulator, not only will the video intormation come
out of that spigot, but the audio subcarrier (and noise) appearing
hlgher in the spectrum (above 4.5 MHz) will also be present there
as well. For this reason, to insure that you have a high quality video
signal to your modulator or video monitor, most home style receiver
manufacturers install a circuit called a 'low pass fllter' inside of the
receiver. This circuit allows the (AM range) signals below 4.5 MHz
(i.e. the video information) to 'pass,' but it attenuates the higher
frequency information (above 4.5 MHz). The net result is that when
you plug a single sideband receiver into the video output spigot on
your TVRO receiver, you get a high quality amount of signal for the
region between approximately 0.1 MHz and 4.5 MHz; but (depending
upon the design and quality of the TVRO receiver low pass filter) you
may not get much signal above 4.5 MHz. For normal television use,
this is desirable. For purposes of connecting an outboard single side-
band (SSB) receiver to the video output spigot, and tuning in the
nanowband signals, this usually means you lose sensitivity (signal
level) on that portlon of the (AM) spectrum which appears above the
cut-otl-frequency of the filter; or, 4.5 MHz.

This is not an insurmountable problem. One solution is to seek the
advice of the TVRO receiver manufacturer, and learn where (and
how) you can tap into the TVRO receiver demodulator circuit to bring
out a lead (through a coupling capacitor) to a new coaxial jack you
might add on the back apron of the receiver. lf you tap into the
demodulator ahead of the low pass filter, you will then couple to the

100 kHz TO
9 MHz
COMMUNCIATIONS
RECEIVER O

SPEAKER

AUDIO OUTPUT
TO RTry
DEMODULATOR

<-l_*

CRT
DISPLAY

HARD
COPY
PRINTER

BASIC RECOVERY OF TELEWPE
NEWS WIRE SERVICES

RADIO TELETYPE DEMODULATOR

new apron-added output jack the full spectrum from approximately
0 MHz to the limits of the demodulator system; near 8.0 MHz.

In practice, even when tapping or plugging into a receiver's nor'
mal video output jack with a single sideband receiver, when there ls
a 4.5 MHz low pass filter in that line, you will stlll hear slgnals above
4.5 MHz on your SSB receiver. ll will just reduce them in level. In
some installations, the narrowband signals are so strong that you
won't even be able to tell the ditference (by ear).

Contlnued/Page 50
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The VCO
Customized For
TVO-8370. .  .

Only from
Avantek

Perlormonce
.  3.6-4,2 GHz (3.5-4.1 GHz or 3.7-

4.3 GHz optional)
o 10 mW Minimum Output Power
o Low -90 dBc/Hz Phase Noise

(50 KHz from carrier)
o 45 MHz Frequency Drift, 0 to +55oC
o 47 M.Hz Pulling (all phases 7.6721

vswR)
teofures
o High Output Isolation: Stable,

Predictable Tuning
o ConvenientTO-8 Package
o Draws only 5o mA @ 15 VDC
o Convenient, Hermetic TO-B Package
o Available From Stock

With its optional frequency coverage,
the TVO-8370 may be used as a low-
side LO for 5o through 2oo MHz IFs,
and as a high-side LO for IFs between
5o and 1oo MHz. Avantek also offers
the UMX-a220, a double-balanced
mixer and associated modular IF
components specifically designed ond
priced forTVRO receivers. Contact
Avantek for the address and phone
number of your nearest stocking
distributor, who will provide detailed
information on performance and on
our competitive pricing.

Avantek *
3175 Bowers Avenue
Santa Clara, California 95051
(4oB) 496-6710

Contlnued/from page 46

The Connectlon
There are a wide variety of single sideband'receivers on the

market. Virtually all 'HF' (high frequency) Ham or amateur radios are
single sideband units. Unfortunately, Ham units cover only specific
ham bands (as a rule) and what you are after is a'general coverage'
receiver which has SSB tuning or demodulator capabilities. We in-
vested in a Kenwood R-1000 receiver("" some years ago for this
specific purpose, and have never regretted the purchase '

The specifications you are looking for are as tollows:
1) The receiver should tune the region from 0'1 (0.2 nominally

available) to at least 8.0 MHz, continuously.
2) lt should have switch or operator selectable 'upper' sideband'

'lower' sideband and probably will also have AM.
3) lf possible, it should have either a variable RF gain control, or

a signal attenuator.
You unplug your TVRO to modulator or monitor line, and recon-

nect the modulator or monitor end of the cable to your selected SSB
receiver. Switch the TVRO receiver to a transponder that has no
video, but which you know has narrowband signals present. For
example, transponders 5,7, 1'1,15, 18, 21, and 23 on F1 have
narrowband services on board. Virtually all of the Comstar transpon-
ders, where you tune your TVRO receiver and see faint (or not so
faint) diagonal or horizontal lines or banding, are carrying narrow-
band signals.

Turn on the SSB receiver and set the tuning range for the region
between 0 and 1 MHz. Start at the 'low' end (around 200 kHz) and
set the receiver to the USB (upper sideband) position' Look at the
receiver's signal strength ('S') meter, if it has one. Note whether it is
reading higher than 55 or so when you are tuned to no carrier signal.
lf it is, either turn down the receiver's RF gain control, or, switch the
signal attenuator control so that the meter drops to a level near 55
when nothing is heard in the receiver speaker but noise.

Now starttuning upwards on the receiver dial. You'll hear a series
of audio beats which change as you tune the receiver. As you con-
tinue tuning, you will notice that these 'beats' occur at approximately
4 kHz intervals. As you tune upward, you will find that there is a
Donald Duck quality voice (or music) transmission on some of these
4 kHz spaced signals. Carefully adjust the tuning to make the voice
sound as normal as possible. lt it does not seem to 'tune in,' swltch
to LSB (lower sideband) and retune again.

Once you get the 'hang' of it, you will discover that as you tune
along there will be a whole 'section' or'spectrum' of signals which are
transmitting in USB (upper sideband), and then there will be an
abrupt change and tor the next tuning segment all of the signals will
be LSB (lower sideband). Atter a while, they'll flop over again. This
is normal; part of the way uplinks from different regions ot the country
use the same transponder to stack chunks of spectrum on the same
transoonder.

You will also discover that there will be 'blocks'of similar sounding
signals; a whole batch of telephone conversations (you only hear one
side on a 'channel': the other side is on another transponder going
back the other way), a batch of'800 number'operators, a batch of
network news and audio teeds and every now and again some
strange sounding, non-voice transmissions.

Recently, the major news wire services have switched over their
primary links from (UPl, AP, etc.) 'headquarters'to atfiliated radio and
television stalions, and newspapers, to satellite. That means that
given the proper demodulator equipment in your terminal, radlo tele-
type transmitted news services, going to the stations and papers, is
available on satellite. We'll look at how all of this works, and where
all of this material is found on the satellites, in future issues ol CSD'

'- CSD Volume One Anthology, now avallable, carrles lull roprlnts ot
all ot tho artlcles publlshed doallng wlth the establlshment ol leceiving
termlnals lor narrowband recaptlon.

* - Kenwood R-l(xn or slmllar deslgn receivers aro avallable trom
many amateur radlo suppllors. One such suppller, in the TVRO tield, ib
Hoosier El€ctronics, P.O. Box 3300, Terre Haute, In. 47803.



videophile Satellite Television
The possibil it ies of component audio come to satellite video.

Componen t  equ ipmen t  has  become
popular in the audio field for a lot of
reasons. One reason is that the com-
ponent philosophy allows a purist to up-
grade any piece of a system as technology
advances without having to replace the
entire system at once. This basic idea
has ushered in an era of specialty firms
dedicated to advancing the art of a single
link in the chain. They succeed because
all of their etfor.ts are focused on one
discipline, not thinly spread over an en-
tire system. EARTH TERM I NALS* brings
this philosophy to satell i te television. We
concentrateon thesingle most important,
most diff icult element-the microwave
receiver. No other part of the system
has such a dramatic effect on picture
quality.

Quality You Can See
An EARTH TERMINALS receiver oro-

vides cleaner pictures with less granu-
larity. Truer colors that don't smear. Less
sparkling snow on weak programs. Com-
plete absence of  herr ingbones and
waves.  Super imposed let ter ing that
doesn't tear at the edges. In fact, you
haven't seen video this exciting unless
you've been in a television studio. lf you
own a quality video projector, you'l l  be
even more impressed.

Quality You Can Measure
Broadcast engineers are impressed

with the accuracy of EARTH TERMI-
NALS receivers too. Our VITS Sin, pulse
and video SNR test results are incom-

parable; actually the equal of most com-
mercial grade receivers. We can also
handle tough signals l ike Reuters data
transmissions that give other receivers
fits. lt's no wonder then, that after ex-
haustive testing, some cable companies
and  te lev i s i on  s ta t i ons  use  EARTH
TERMINALS rece i ve rs  as  t he i r  ma in
source of satellite program material. They
know value when they see it.

Unretouched Oil-The-Atr Sin? pulse lest

It's Easy To Live With
All this technical sophistication is really

quite easy to get along with. precise
automatic f ine tuning tunes every chan-
nel the same way every time. you don't
have to be an expert to get perfect

pictures. EARTH TERM I NALS receivers
come with a remote control that selects
channe l s  i nd i v i dua l l y ,  ad jus t s  aud io
volume at your convenience, and auto-
matically signals the rest of your system
to supply the proper antenna polariza-
tion through an even/odd channel switch.
And it f i ts in the palm of your hand.

Tips On Value
There are plenty of satellite receivers

that cost less than ours, but nearly all
of them need bigger antennas and more
exotic Low Noise Amplif iers for a picture
free of sparkling snow. lf you're on a
budget, you can save money in other
parts of the system by paying more for
our receiver and come out even. you get
high f idelity video in the bargain. lf you're
simply after the best picture money can
buy,  we can make i t  very af fordable.
Either way, give us a call or write us
for the details.

EARTH TERMINALS
Department.l03
255 Northland Boulevard
Cincinnati, Ohio 45246
513-772-6900

ffiEffiTH THffiMI'I|AI.$
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DAVID'S
TVRO
NOTES
by
Davld Barker
GHz Engineerlng

After being generated in the FM video demodulator, the video
signal goes through several processing steps before being ted into a
monitor, or, an RF remodulator. These processing steps normally
include de-emphasis, low pass tiltering, dispersal energy removal,
and finally video signal amplification. Flgure one shows this in block
form for a typical TVRO receiver. In commercial (i.e. cable) TVRO
systems, the low pass filter is found in the RF (re)modulator and not
normally in the TVRO receiver.

The noise that comes out of an FM demodulator operating near or
above threshold (i.e. a CNR greater than 8 to 10 dB, depending upon
the particular receiver) is not 'flat' in frequency. This noise (or spark-
lies) increases in level as the video frequency increases (Flgure two).
To lower or reduce the noise at the higher video frequencies, a low
pass filter is designed into the receiver. This filter is called the de-
emphasis filter. Since it lowers the level of the higher video frequen-
cies passing through it, the noise response of the FM demodulator
after the de-emphasis network should be almost flat.

- 1pt

To make up lor the loss of high frequency video information (this is
the part of the video signal that creates the fine detail, and sharp color
in the picture), the high frequencies are boosted or pre-emphasized at
the uplink transmitter end. Since we have no control over how much
pre-emphasis may be used, or the fact that it is used, at the transmitter
end, the de-emphasis filter in the TVRO receiver is mandatory.

Examining the horizontal sync pulse (see Flgure three) in a
conectly operating TVRO receiver, before ('A') and after ('B'), shows
the effectthe de-emphasis filter has on the video passing through it. In'A,'the overshoot is caused by excessive high frequency response in
the pre-emphasis filter, located at the uplink or transmitter end of the
circuit. 'B' shows the typical or normal shape of the horizontal sync
pulse. Also, the noise that would be observed in making this examina-
tion ol the sync pulse would be greatly reduced at the output end of the
de-emphasis filler.

The Howard de-emphasis circuit, shown in Flgure four, is taken
from the EIA standard RS-250-8. The element values have been

C T U R E R S  I  D I S T R I B U T O R S

Francis Ent. Inc. Introduces a precision
bui l t  11 f t  a luminum antenna.  Our  11 f t
antenna is 24 sections of .090 ga. alumi-
num with al l  steel single pole polar mount.
Our antenna and super mount weigh over
575 lbs., we believe the heaviest in the
home TVRO industry, completely man-
ufactured in our 20,000 sq feet plant. We
have the complete system tofi t the needs
of the oublic.
Exclusive: One man Instal lat ion reuse-
able trai ler with Independent suspen-
s ion.

Choice Dealersh ips & Dis t r ibutor-
h ips s t i l l  open in  your  area.

inancing Yith rrNo Money Down
Tax Free Profit

al l  o f  th is  and more in

HOV TO SELL
THE CONDOMINIUM SYSTEM

includes: making the propoeal, a aample

tax relurnrnegotiating wirh the bankl

negotiating with rhe homeownert {stn.!

plua much more !

aend $ 29,95 toz

Sarellite Television Systeme
Rogem Plaza'  123 By'Paea

Clemsonr S.C. 29631

A National Microteeh Distributor
all Mierotech dietributore

receive s 2O7o diecount

money back guarantee

f not completely eatiefied
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F I G U R E  # 2

FREQUENCY 10 MHz

doubled (halved for the capacitor) to make the filter a 150 ohm filter
rather than a 75 ohm filter. The de-emphasis filter can have other
design forms as long as the final result is the same frequency re-
sponse across the full video bandwidth, given the input characteristics
of a pre-emphasized video signal.

The output of the de-emphasis filter, through a butler amplifier,
would be a useful outDut at the rear end of a TVRO receiver. This
would be an ideal point to connect external audio processors and
other video processors that might be needed to clean up'scrambled'
pictures.

The low pass filter that normally follows the de-emphasis filter
further removes the high frequency noise and the audio sub-caniers.
The problem with the standard 'Howard'type of low pass lilter is that it
only reduces the noise and the sub-caniers, doing some damage to
the picture information in the process. The moditications shown in this
column in the April CSD will help, but if the flat output after the
de-emphasis filtor is what you are after, a totally new filter design is
called for.

A ncw low-Dass filter for home use should have a bandwidth ot 4.2
MHz and a notch at 4.5 MHz to keep noise (and video) out of the
sound. The rolative resDonse of the new low pass filter should be
0t.5 dB at the 3.58 MHz (color) sub-carrier frequency, and greater
than 30 dB'down' tor 4.5 MHz and beyond. This will be a big first step
in improved video quality.

The early Howard receiver had the main video amplifier before the
de-emphasis and low pass filters. The later Howard circuit (CSD,
December 1979; available in the CSD Volume One A4thology, now
on sale) had the video amplifier after the filters. This is the better of the
two approaches. Or"to put it another way, as more and more signals
and noise are fcd through an active (amplifying) stage, the opportunity
for incrcasing thc distortion grows greater. The video amplifier should
thercfore bc amplifying picture information, and not noise and audio
sub{aniers. And thus, the fillers should ideally be in lront of the

F I G U R E  # 3

-l

) L r
A. B.

amplifier. Finally, the video amplifier is a good spot to drop in any video
polarity switching and a video gain control.

Where ls Poor?
ls the poor picture you are seeing on a standard TV fed by a TVRO

(re)modulator due to the re-modulator, or is it being caused by the
TVRO receiver? lf you have access to a video monitor, the question is
easy to answer. lf you don't have a monitor, connect the RF modulator
to the TV set wlthout the TVRO video and audio connected to the
modulator.

With the RF modulator connected alone, the TV receiver should be

150 ru

DEEMPHASIS
FILTER

=

150 .tt-

41 -tt-

4400pF

FIGURE #1

VIDEO IN

BUFFER AMP.

VIDEO OUT
MAIN
VIDEO
AMP VIDEO OUT BUFFER
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Int roducing the
LATEST IN SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY

the new
SR-1 RECEIVER

For further information contact:

Starview of Texas, Inc.
15304 Midway Road
Dallas, Texas 75234
(214) 934-9126

featuring

PUSH BUTToN ouARTz SYNTHESIZED TUNING - automatically locks into the channel - no frnetuning!
DUAL CONVERSION - no signal radiation.
100" LOW NOISE CONVERTER - standard feature.
AUTOMATIC AUDro scAN TUNE - scans untir it f inds a subcarrier in use.AuToMATlc PoLARITY clRcU|TRY - with the addition of most automatic potarity rotors,polarity change becomes push button.
BUILT lN MODULATOR -  channel  3,4,  and S avai table.
oPTIoNAL REMoTE coNTRoL - plugs into any wall outlet and allows you comprete control fromany room - turns the receiver on or off, changes channel, changes polarity and changessubcarrier - all with the push of a button.
EASY INSTALLATTON - uses onty RG 59 cabte.
COMPETITIVELY pRICED - and the tatest in sateltite technologyl

DETA12.12 FOOT EARTH STATION ANTENNAWITH POLAR MOUNT

Loux Communicorions introduces rhe DETA 12
Earth Starion Anrenno wirh tracl<ing polor mounr.
Its finally possible ro shorpen up ydrlr picture with
the added gain of a largei anrenna without

BETA.I2 FEATURES.

* 4 piece fiberglass design
* 42 db oain
* Quality consrrucrion
* Complete rotor mount

included

* Fulltracking polar mounr
* Heavy duty mount

constructton
* Oprionol moror drive
with digital readour

Uuoter inquiries. invired

ratx
COMMUNICATIONS CO.

8207 Mill Creek Crrcte a West Chester, Ohio 45069 a (513) 8Z4-69@



LNA
Mounts
All sizes
Milk Stoot

OP
Button llook Type

SPS MFG.INC
P.O. Box 1568

Conwoy, AR 72032
Phone 501 -327-6579
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displaying a clean, almost white screen. By turning up the brightness,
and down on the contrast, the screen will go gray; the proper'tint'for
close evaluation. No noise or fine lines should be visible. lf there is
noise present, the same noise will be also there.when the satellite
video is connected, and that will degrade the viewing picture.

Next, connect the audio to the modulator, leaving the video uncon-
nected. The screen should stay the same; clean and gray. lf new lines
appear, or if the lines that are already there 'wiggle' with the audio,
there is a problem in the modulator.

Lastly, connect the video to the modulator.lf abuzz occurs in the
sound, turn down the video level in (on) the modulator and the buzz
should go away. lt is still possible to have 'beats' in the modulator
(such as the color and sound producing a 920 kHz beat), but if the
modulator passes this quick'no-noise'test, it should be possible to get
a good picture through it!

This series on the TVRO receiver will continue in CSD.

Contlnuedilrom page 3

and they incuned no 'copyright liability.' lt was their position that if they
were to license home viewers to watch them, their common carrier
status would be in jeopardy. They obviously did not want that to
happen;theirwhole business foundation was built on being a common
carner.

Parinello took a ditferent approach. He said, to the amusement of
some and delight of all, that he would accept on behalf ol The Movie
Channel orders and checks all day long for individual home terminals.
Several handed their checks in at that ooint.

Long after Parinello left The Movie Channel, subsequent otficials
of the same firm were making the same statement. They even said
they were accepting money from SMATV operators for stand alone
apartments, condos and what have you. Not very long ago, in testi-
mony before a House Subcommittee considering the Waxman bill,
Warner Amex VP Andy Setos read into the record the following
statements:

"Where we can legally do so, our company wants to make our
program servlce avallable to the publlc vla cable systems,
MDS, master antenna systems and Indlvldual home users,"
And he said:"lf the cable system wlthln thelr area ls not an afflllate of ours
or cannot hook them up In a reasonable amount ol tlme, then
we wlll llcense them, whether they be an MATV system, or
whether they be a prlvate earth termlnal In the backyard of
someone's home, whethet lt be In the mountalns, on a ranch,
or In an urban area; but we wlll llcense them."
All of that rhetoric was for a Congressional Subcommittee wresl-

ling with the wisdom of writing a law to make it illegal to view signals for
which you do not have viewing authority. All of that rhetoric was
designed to paint the folks at Warner Amex, that strange conglomera-
tion of movies and enlertainment and the American Express Card and
insurance companies, as reasonable, helpful folks. All of that rhetoric
was a bunch of crap.

In a letterdated September 1st, 1981, to a Jerry Dubielof Belgium,
Wisconsin, Warner Amex's Douglas Dexter (Director of Marketing
Development) wrote:

"We are not presently able to llcense prlvate earth termlnals
to recelve our satelllte programmlng."
In a letter dated March 8, 1982, to James F. Monison of Colby,

Kansas, Warner-Amex's Benson Begun wrote:"Our program servlces are not avallable except wlth our
speclflc wrltten approval. We are In the process ol formulat-
Ing the terms and condltions upon whlch we would be wllllng
to make Nlckelodeon and MTV dlrectly avallable at a retail
level .. . to prlvate Indlvlduals who own thelr own satelllte
recelvlng systems. The Movle Channel wlll not be made avall-
able.. . ."
In a telegram dated April 5, 1982, to David Ghysels of Dade Cable

TV, Miami, Florida, Dexter from Warner Amex is back again with:". . . We are not acceptlng applicatlons for the use of The
Movle Channel, Nlckelodeon, or Muslc Televlslon .. , (fofl
resldentlal propertles."
So contrary to the official testimony of Setos, before a Congres-

SATELLITE
TELEVISi Ic IN

SiYSiTEMS

A carefully designed and manufactured top of the
l ine 1 1'  Parabol ic Dish antenna with what we think
the heaviest polar mount with built in or adjustable
Declination. Every effort has been made to insure
proper performance of this antenna with the cus-
tomer's interest in mind.

D I S T R I  B U T O R SC T U R E R S
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' we ' r e
not  a f ra id  o f  compet i t ion . . . .

we make i t . '
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r e t r o f  i t  $ 6 + S  $ 4 9 5  $ 4 4 5

E C L I P S E
P r o g r a m m a b l e

Cont ro l  l -
o n l y  $ 4 9 5

Comple te

A n t e n n a  C o n t r o l
2 - 1 0  1  1 - 4 9

$ 3 4 5  $ 2 9 5

T E C H N I C A L  D E S I G N  F O R C E  C O R P
2 3 4  N E O S H O  B L V D .

N E O S H O ,  M O . 6 4 8 5 0
t - 4 t 7 - 4 5 t - 7 4 0 4

E 2
A n t e n n a  C o n t r o l

C o m p l e t e  1  2 - 1 o  1 1 - 9 9
r e t r o f  i t  $ S e S  $ 2 4 9  $  1 9 8

Opt iona l
l i m i t  s e t  $ Z S

FERRITE
ISOLATORS

3.7 to 4.2 GHz
60 dB lsolation!
lnsert ion loss 1 dB Nominal
Quantity of 1 ..  .$249.00

2-4. . .  225.OO
5-9 . . .  205 .00

List Price

Avcom can also supply your need lor 2,4 &g
way Powerdividers, DC Powerblocks, Feed-
l ine and Cable assemblies. Dealer and
Dist r ibutor  inqui r ies inv i ted.

AVCOU OF VtRGtNtA, tNG.
5OO Research Road
Richmond, VA 29236

804 / 794-2500

NEW
PRODUCTI

ELECTRIC ACTUATOR

52" Stroke in 29 Seconds
Extremely High Quatity

Design and Construction
1 10 Volts AC Standard

Speclal Dealer pricing

Contact AVCOM 804-7 94-ZSOO
or

ADM 314-785-5988
For Brochure

(eoq 794-2500 (314) 785-5988
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sional Subcommittee, Warner Amex is not, has not, and they claim will
not engage in the licensing of private terminals. Period.

Why would an educated person, a VP of Marketing and Engineer-
ing (Setos is one talented guy!) for a major US corporation such as
Warner Amex sit down before a Congressional Subcommittee and tell
a deliberate falsehood? Why would a man discredit himself, and his
company, before an influential group of Congressmen? Are these
people really so inept that they don't know what is going on within their
own shop? Or do they figure they are so big, so powerful, and so
believable that they can appear in one forum and say-what they think
that forum wants to hear, rush out to a second forum and say some-
thing completely different, just to suit the climate where they are
speaking?

HEAVY use of satellites during dispute over Falkland lslands
brought renewed recognition of the importance of the new technology.
Several 'coverage' holes became evident. Falklands lay so far to
south that direct satellite communications would have required reposi-
tioning of bird due north of islands. ABC investigated feasibility of
moving ship board uplink into area, came up with $700,000 price tag
plus extras that could not be estimated.

US televlslon may finally be available throughout the Indian
Ocean and Africa, under a pact signed between Defense Department
and COMSAT. A single TV channel, programmed with 'best' ot US
network fare, sports and news will be relayed via INTELSAT to the
U.S. Rapid Deployment Forces currently housed at various Indian
Ocean sites. Apparently the service will be done using both full Global
pattern ( + 22 dBw maximum) and full transponder on Intelsat located
at 1 degree west. US uplink is at Andover, Maine site, and it is possible
(but not probable) that a US domestic bird (Comstar) will be used to
link to Andover before the signal is sent onto Indian Ocean via Intelsat.
Start date not announced, but it bears watching since service could be
uselul (given adequate antenna) over a wide area of globe.

CNN, now scheduled to be seen 'live' in Australia on The Seven

Available NOW!
Dealerships

Distributorships
Cal l  Cc lLLECT

for furthelr information

(8Os)922-8296
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ls it any wonder that we find it ditficult to believe Jack Valenti and

his people when they claim that Hollywood is starving, that people in
Colby, Kansas and Belgium, Wisconsin are 'pirates' living off of the
blood of Hollywood, and that you and I and our customer viewers
should be fined $50,000 and thrown in the pokey for watching a
channel of television for which we do not have contractural authority?

I am again reminded of something a very wise Washington attor-
ney once said in my presence. "Congress ls a zoo; most of the tlme
It ls a battleground where one special interest group tries to get
laws passed to put another speclal lnterest group into a dls-
advantageous posltlon." ls this any way to run a country? lt does
give you pause for concern. . . .

Network during the Australian wee-night hours, is negotiating now
with a cable TV firm in Tokyo for similar feed. By utilizing Pacific Ocean
Intelsat bird to reach f rom USA to Australia, huge Pacific region is now
capable of being 'marketed' by CNN. The CNN feeds will begin
January 1, and will replace 'old movies' now carried on the network.

SHORTAGE, or scarcity,.of 85 degree (and better) LNAs has
several TVRO suppliers concerned. Ready availability of 100 degree
units continues with indications that those suppliers who have been
making 85 (or bette0 units available may be shifting priorities to taster
moving 100 degree products. One LNA manufacturer attributes the
shortage to the continued wide pricing ditference betwen 85 and 100
degree units, and "the marginal - if measureable - difference
between a quality 100 and an 85."

INDIAN INSAT-1 had 'miraculous recovery' after several weeks of
attempting to make C band antenna unfurl. Bird went into orbit but
failed to 'open up' on command. Ford finally got antenna to open, after
weeks of trying, averting $60,000,000 insurance claim. Bird will pro-
vide 12 C band channels plus 2.6 GHz downlink of national TV
servrce.

WINNERS ot Canadian DBS awards (see CSD lor May) are up in
arms over decision to allow first US users to call shots on bird bore-
sighting. ANIK-C, scheduled tor service late this year, very early next,
is being leased as an'interim' DBS system to a number of US would-
be 12 GHz programmers. To accomplish this, C bird will be shifted to
new boresight along northern US border. Arguments are a matter of
'timing' since Canadian users will move to C-2 bird in mid '83 and
leave C(3) bird to US users. Eventually (84/85) all US users will move
to tirst of new family ot US operated 12 GHz birds.

MAJOR push is underway in Africa, by French speaking nations,
to establish an AFSAT system to provide telephone, data and radio/
television communications svstem over full continent.

OUR COVER - Alan Armbruster of Fairbanks, Alaska
covers the far northern side of Alaska demonstrating
home TVRO operation using a Luly Umbrella antenna.
The dogsled is no prop; much of the year Alan 'mushes'
into remote cabin sites with a complete terminal tied on
the sled. The near-ultimate 'portable'TVRO system!
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COMTECH, meanwhile, has denied it is actively engaged in con_versations with RCA over DBS package; RCA reiuses to atfirm oroeny report.
SUMMER CES gathering, underway as this reaches you, in Chi-cago, has developed into.a hinor_major sfrowingrioi satellite manu_

l?gturer.s. 
popularity of show to audib anO viOJo deaters provides

reason for industry manufacturerslo be on nanO,noping to draw newsares ouilets into their systems. LTNDSAy Ameri'ca,'canadian basedmanufacturer of TVRO intennas, using CES to unveil a pair of newscreen mesh antennas with polar mounts; .,|0 and 12 foot diameter.Also being shown are three new fiberglasr'"ni"nn", in 1 0, 1 1 and 13foot sizes.

_ _ NATIONAL Microtech has signed a $S,0OO,OOO orcter with M/A
9^9J:l:t_"-.ll"ll.: to go with rri, aporro 2i sailirte receivins sys_
IpT;_l n? 99cxf_99 provided consists of the tow noise downconierter(Lr\u, wnrcn wrrr be married to the Apollo 21 home satellite terminalsystem.

_ _RC+ is apparently wonied that the 12 GHz band may somehowend up being built in the sky without any RCA n"r"pl"t". attached.
lhey have fited apptications with the riC to UuiiJiorii 14 GHzuptlzGHz down satellites. The birds, to be built UV CCn nriro-etectronics,
would have 16 operatino transponders each with 20 watts of power,plus four switchabre badkup trinsponoers. gac'n transponoer wourdbe 54 MHz wide. RCA hopes to launch the tirst iucfr OirO in 1985,finishing up the third in tgbz. The fourth ii "n on_g;rno spare.
_- ARIANE's launch, originally scheduled to, npni, prt off to sum-mer, nas been put off again. The two sateltites schedulbd to fly are notready, and ESA now sees that all launches tor Uaiance of this yearmay be pushed back several months. Best bet on i new launch date isSeptember. Three Intelsat V birds, part of the near ierm Ariane scneO-
ule,rtlill be pushed into early 93.

..:?s is trying to hedge iti bets wi!!lhe FCC,s proposed 2 degreeorbital spacing. SBS 1 is presentty at 1 OO west, Seb i ii sz west. SeSnow requests consecutive spots at 92, 94, 96, 9g and 100.
_ qET (Btack Entertainment Tetevision) ,;o;."F iiwiil not be onF4 afterall; has decided to work a Oeat witn We.ti,iJnor." for one of
ihq ney. W5 transponders wh.ich Westingnous; 

"tra-s 
oroereO 1tOorjlered in all). BET continues short three h6ur feed peiweex on fgnTR9, will expand schedule to perhaps +O nours weeliy wfren it finaliysettles down.

STC's bid-call for designs for their proposed DBS system hasdrawn four serious appticaits. ftey i..rroJnCn, 
-deirerat 

Electric,Ford and Hughes. SBS wants to haie 212e H. OiiO, in the air plus aground spare, initially, and will apparently only try to cover the easterntime zone. Each bird will have ihree chinnels,2Ob-*"n. power perchannel.

, ,, lUS9l4 is expanding the Intersputnik network with installation ofruil. rermtnats In Syria, Laos and lraq this year scheduled. Russiaclaims that as much as 407" of the television'er.ni"geJ by memberJof the Eastern European block,s Intervision .ysi"m ni*.-is retayed viaGhorizont.
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ENGINEERING
CONSUTTING SERVICE

Complete earth station integration
Technical consulting for new T.V.R.O. businesses

Training and educat ion
Product evaluation-Antennas, Receivers, etc.
SATEITITE RECEIVING SYSTEMS

Mike Gustafson
1606 Capitancil los Dr. San Jose, CA 951 20

(408) 268_3935

r{ETW0n[
IFFII,IATXS WII{TXTI
National Microtech wants dealers
interested in one-day rentals of
Earth Stations. Up to $1200 per
day. 1O engagements per month
possible. Join our network now.

Apollo"xr
Remote Antenna tift
whotesate deater price $495

Microtech's engineers have broken the price barrier witha high quatity retrofir ante_nna tift. nnlndusiiijt 'quatitya_ctuator_takes the ptace of the otd traitoi liliin polar
!9Y!s: The conte-mporary styted remote ionfr6r artowsantenna direction from the_easy cnair. cjti oivj rieortc atMjcrorech today, ror! FREE 1 -tioo-6liiidi,-rbi, r r tn edetails.

Nationaf

These new high
performance feeds are
ready for immediate delivery
From Nat ional  Microtech Inc
'I unit $59
5 units S49'l0 units $42
100 units $35

I

Rec€nt Occaslonal Feed Observallons
^-^.D_ltl listed here is supplied by CSD readers and is consideredaccurate at the time of the reported observation. However, occasionalfeeds can and do move around quite abit, and toi ttris ilason fistings
Iay glly be good for a short peiiod of time. rranifonoer user .par_

l"::.^1"_:::Y:,.however, and for rhis r.e"ron tn"-i'"t" rs presentednere as a gutoe'to transponder-usage. Regularly scheduled programtransmissions, tisred in Sareiltte deer, oisit6rrri"Guu" are notcovered here.
Fl (135 wesr)
__ Recent video activity has been limited.
TR1 / WOLD Los Angeles for feeds of independent (non_network)

programs and news feeds.
F2 (119 wesr)
TRB / .The bulk of the transmission day, under lease to Robert Wold,is made up of transmissions 

-from 
CNN' ;oing to Alaska.However, the TODAy program is rransmitrei we'ekdays on itape d€layed basis from 11 AM to 1 pM (ET); ABC-World

Igly:.J9nJghr is transmitted twice rrom o pil to'6:30, 6:30 to 7PM. NBC Ntghfly News is transmitted f;; i-,,M to 7:30 pM



AU?O T'OLARIZ,ATTON
swrilEHrilG

GULY I'OLARIZER)
Dnke ESR24 Sare|lite Reoeiver

. Installs in Drake ESR24 Receiver
o Prewired 4 wire connectron
. PC size 1.75" x3"-LED indicator-Zener

Regulated-3 amp reed relay
. Front Panel switch for opposite polarity

(Westar vs. Satcom)
. Comolete Parts and lnstructions

Can be adapEd
bdrerpolarlzers

$ltg.g5
In Sbck Off ole
Shelf Delhrery

CIRCUIT ELECTRONICS, INC.
352 North 9th St.. Salina. KS 67401. (9131827-4521
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(ET).

F4 (83 west)
TR18/ HBO transmits promotional materials for Home Box Office and

Cinemax around 9 AM (ET) weekdays; plus transmission of
sporting and news events on a leased-out basis at other times,
mostly evenings for customers such as USA network (inward
bound transmissions).

D1/D2 (87 west)
TR12/ 'AT&T Basking Ridge, N.J.' noted testing 1 PM weekdays;

slide.
TR14/ Real estate and other teleconferencing noted aflernoons,

weekdays.
TR24/ Color bartesting noted mornings and afternoons, weekdays,
Wl (79 degrees anticlpated)

To press time, no reports of the re-activation of W1 at a temporary
location assigned of 79 west. Location of the bird at present time not
Known.
W3 (91 west)
TR3 / Sheraton B.A. (Buenos Aires) feeds most mornings 7 AM ET

to 8 AM including CBS, NBC and CNN (pool).

TRs / DALTOC (Dallas Toll Operations Cente| noted testing 7 AM
ET; after May 3, Good Mornlng Amerlca (ABC) inward
bound weather feeds with John Coleman noted here, having
moved from TR 17, same bird.

TR9 / ABC Good Mornlng Amerlca inward bound interviews notecl
here 7 AM to 7:30 AM; CBS TV New York noted here some
mornings with color bar, followed at 7:30 by Captaln Kanga-
roo, CBS Mornlng News 8 AM to 1OAM (central time zone
feed).

TR15/ NBC BLU (e) Network feeds seen here mornings (9 AM)'
TR17/ ABC Good Mornlng Amerlca inward bound weather feeds

here untll April 30; portions of CBS Sunday program' and
feeds Sundays mornings.

TR21/ USAM (CBN) feeds seen here 7AM to 10AM weekdays. INN
News noted 9:30 PM weekdays (some days)'

TR23/ News feeds from Pacific (Japan, Korea) noted here 6:30 to 7
AM ET some weekdays, to CBS' Rlchard Slmmons feed
normally here 7 AM to 8:30 AM ET weekdays. Group W PM
Magazlne feeds here some days 9 AM.

W4 (99 west)
TR2 / CBS TV New York City noted here some mornings 6:50 AM to

1O AM with color bars, followed 7:30 by Captaln Kangaroo'
CBS Mornlng News.

TR4 / Network news feeds inward bound from South America'
Europe noted here 7 AM ET many mornings.

TR19/ Merv Grlffln feeds 8 AM to 10 AM weekdays; ABC Good
Mornlng Amerlca west coast feed 10 AM to 12 Noon (ET)
weekdays; CBS London feeds to USA 1 2 noon ET' Solld Gold
transmitted 12 noon Saturdays.

TR20/ ABC internal promotions transmitted 7 AM some days; por-
tions of upcoming ABC prime time programs transmitted be-
tween 9 AM and 12 noon some days.

THE HISSI]IG IINK
for

EASY ACCURATE POTAR
ALIGilMEilT

Our optical Precision Celestial Pole finder (USA Pat.
#4,260,253) wil l make the job of aligning a polar
antenna painless, without leveling anything, for super
accurate tracking. Every installer needs one. $159.
Write for information.

Roger W. Tuthi l l ,  Inc.
1 1 Tanglewood Lane
Box 1086 TV
Mountainside, NJ 07092-0086

Satellite TV Complete Schedule
for all the satell i tes
'132 pages

G u ide ;:::::ili::",,",,""
WRO CATV SEND TO:
MDS LPTV SATELLITE TV GUIDE

P. O. Box 53
Enter my subscription for AYDEN, NC

12 monthly lssues 28513-0053
E one year - my check for $65 is enclosed
D two years - my check for $95 is enclosed

Name

Address

City. State Zp-

..SATE LLITE SE LECTOR'' SYSTEMS

Now receive all the satellites easily and quickly, changing sat-
ellites from your control room. Universal model for adaptation to
any polar type mount. Low voltage control with 110 volt motor.
Heavy duty - jack screw system with 1860 lbs. force, stabilizes
polar antennas.

Llghta, Meter, or LCD lndlcators now aval l-
eble or ncw - Satelllto Selector Swltch

Now - Saglnaw Jack Converslong -

Motor wlth Indlcator

qLrafli)^r6ts OUAI{TUil ASSOCIATES' lllG.
ure-- Box 18, Alpine, WY 83128 (307)654-2000
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THE SPACE.VU U
East-West Hands-On Locator

Relay operated,
fuse protected,
motor control unit
specifically designed
for the Retro Fit Kit
and ADM Retro Drive.

Wholesale Dealer Price:
$?5.00

THE REIBO FIT KIT

Wholesale Dealer
Price Roll-Back

I-$I70
10-$15s
25-$145

Inc]udes motor, couplings, mountinq brockets, and
instructions. Quantity dr'scounfs avoiloble.

MlcRocEPT PRODUCTS PLUS SERVICE AT
LOW WI{OLESALE PRICES

TVRO SYSTEMS AilD COMPONENTS

RECEIVERS: DRAKE, KLM, AUTO TECH
LNAS: AVANTEK, CALIFoRN!A AMPLIFIER
ANTENNAS:  ADM 11FT ,  KLM 12FT  OR 16FT
REMOTE CONTROLS: KLM MOTO-TRAK, VECTORIoo

DISCOUilT LilAS
1 2 0 ' 5 4 8 9  t t o '  S 5 1 9
1OO" S59g 90" 51,O9g

READY TO INSTALL SYSTEiIS:

ADM 11f t . ,  KLM SKY EYE IV,  1OO" LNA,  CABLES $2695,00
ADM 11FT. ,  DRAKE EsR 24 ,  11o"  LNA,  cneLes  $2995 .oo
KLM 1 2 ON 16FT,  KLM RECEIVER, MOTO.TRAK, CABLES $3995.OO

ASK FOR OUR COMPLETE PRICE LISTAND QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

2596 BAy ROAD ..D", REDWOOD CtTy, CA 94063 (41 5-854_6163)
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FREE
SEND ME, free of charge, the latest STTI brochure describing
TVRO receivers and antennas lcan build;TVRO satellite aiming
(navigation) systems and techniques; TVRO system operational
programs.

STTI
BROCHURE

COMPANY (if applicable)

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

Send request to: STTI, P.O. Box G, Arcadia, Ok. 73007
or call 405/396-2574

ztP

-ENTER MY 1 2 MONTH SUBSCRIPTION TOCSD /  $50
in US funds enclosed (for USA, Canada, Mexico only)
start ing with the very next issue.

-ENTER MYI 2 MONTH SCRIPTION TOCSD/ $75 in  US

12NONTH
SUBSCRIPTIONt# : I l" "j li L"; i','i ll,?i^',"^xt ;:'"'.:Y fffJ u s A' c a n a o "' s A T E L L I T E D I G E s r

COMPANY ( i f  appl icable)

ADDRESS

ZIP--  COUNTRY

SUBSCRIBE TO GSD AT: CSD, P.  O.  Box 1OO858,  For t  Lauderdale,  F lor ida 33310

-H ERE lS MY O RD ER for the f u l l  two'year CSD Anthology,
24 complete issues bound in two volumes, more than
1,000 pages st rong;  consis t ing of  Volume One (Number
One) throug h and including Volu me Two (N u mber Twelve).
My check for  $100 enclosed.  (Note:  Outs ide of  USA,
send  $125  US funds . )

-HERE lS MY ORDER for  iust  one Volume One (October
1979 through September 1980)  of  the CSD Anthology;
including Coop's foreward. My check for $60 enclosed.
(Note: Outside of USA, send $75 in US funds.)

-HERE lS MY ORDER for  iust  Volume Two (October
1 980 through September 1981)  of  the CSD Anthology.
My check for $60 enclosed. (Note: Outside of USA, send
$75 in  US funds.)

24 ISSUE SET
CSD ANTHOLOGY

1 979 I 1981 !

NAME

COM PANY (if  applicable)

ADDRESS

STATE z t P COUNTRYCITY

ORDER ANTHOLOGY FROM: CSD. P. O. Box 1 OO858. Fort Lauderdale, FL 3331O





SAT.TEC'R2B
Theleqder in low cosl TVRO

Sat-tec
The name you know FIRST!

. FIRST Low Cost Receiver
o FIRST Volume Production
. FIRST With Off-Shelf Delivery
. FIRST To Ship the Innovative Divide

Bv 2PLL
. FIRST With Channellock AFC

TheSat-tec R2B receiver is our latest full
feature receiver, tailored to commercial
equipment specifications at a price you can
afford. the R2B's single board construction
eliminates problematic interconnections and

The R2B, the most highly integrated receiver on the market today!

innovative utilization of all components
results in a reliable and proven design.
Operation is simple-a single tuning knob
does it all, and our unique Channel-Lock
AFC keeps the tuning sharp and accurate.
A new feature is our variable audio tuning
to give you complete selection of all
subcarriers-without the use of additional
plug-ins or devices. This, together with the
R2B's fullfrequency coverage makes it truly
compatible with alldomestic and inter-
national satellites.

For superior value as wellas lowest
system cost, the choice is but one-the
R2B! See your'dealer today or write to us
direct.

Sat-tecSysfems
div. Ramsey Electronics ,lnc.,2575 Baird Rd., Penfield, NY 14526, 7t6-5f#-3g50

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency range:

Audio range:
Threshold:
IF bandwidth:

3.6-4.3 GHZ tunable

5.2-7.6MHZ tunable
8db cNR

30 MHz for tull fidelity video

LNA power: 15 volts regulated for up to 2 LNAs

Outputs: Standard ohe volt audio and video,
compatible with VCRs, monitors and modulators

Optional BC-1 RF modulator kit, tunable channels
3-6 with sound


